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Henley votes 2004...2008...2012... Rangers
oppose
to move on
easing
gun ban
casino bill
approved on a 7-2 vote in committee; a majority of the 13
member panel. Three members
were absent and did not vote.
However Henley said he doesn't believe it will find much
support in the House or the
Senate — not even his own.
"They don't have nearly
enough votes, in my opinion,
to bring it up in the House," he
said. "I'm saying it's about
40/60 that they will even get the
By TOM BERRY
votes, or maybe 30/70. Of
Staff Writer
course
I'm going to vote 'no' if
A proposed constitutional
it ever comes to the floor."
amendment that would legalize
Henley said he has received
casino gambling in Kentucky
has been moved out of commit- several hundred e-mails and
phone calls from constituents
tee to the House floor via a
back home asking him to vote
reluctant, but
against the measure.
decisive boost
"I only got about four that
from
Fifth
wanted me to vote to put it out
District Rep.
where people could yote on it,"
Melvin
he said. "I didn't intend to vote
Henley.
for it in committee, but I finally
Following'
got tirtd; that's all we hear up
nearly a mOnth
here. So I decided let's vote to
of in-fighting
get it out of committee and if it
among
supcomes to the floor everybody
porters
and
can vote their conscience."
Henley
opponents over
If approved by the House
differing versions. Henley. 0and Senate, the proposal does
Murray. said this morning he
not legalize casino gambling
cast the final vote to move the
but allows Kentucky voters to
proposal out of the Committee
make the decision through a
on Elections, Constitutional
constitutional
referendum
Ambodelients
and
placed,
on
the
November
'Intergovernmental Affairs so
legislators can move on to more. General Election ballot.
Gov. Steve Beshear issued a
important matters.
statement Wednesday comHowever he plans to vote
mending the committee's work
against the proposal on the
on the proposal.
House floor.
"I am encouraged by the
"I decided that we had tied
quick response to my call for
up enough time, energy and
action to move a version of this
resources fooling with this
amendment along," he said in a
thing. It's all anybody has been
news release. "I am aware of
concentrating on," he said. "We
the concerns that Kentucky's
haven't even got a budget, so I
signature industry — the horse
decided it was time to move it
industry — has about this veron out."
legislation
The

in parks

But Murray
lawmaker
plans to
vote against
it in House

HOLLY WISE/Ledger and Times
Martha Broach, left, is pictured with her daughter, Gale Cornelison who will celebrate her
"13th" birthday on Friday, Feb. 29, 2008. Comelison said she celebrates her birthday on Feb.
28 three out-of four years and that her mother always made her birthday special.
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Calendar has many lAp
Kennedy to speak Tear babesjust in their teens
was •See Page 3A

at MSU tonight
Robert F. Kennedy Jr. will be on the Murray State University
campus todallitalihursday I as the speaker for the 2008 Presidential
Lecture Series. The lecture will begin at 7:30 p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium. Admission is free and surrounding community members are invited to attend along with MSU students,
faculty and staff.
A member of the Kennedy political family,
Kennedy Jr. is the son of the late Sen. Robert F.
Kennedy, and nephew of Sen. Edward (Ted) M.
Kennedy and the late President John F. Kennedy.
An environmental defender, Robert F. Kennedy
Jr was named one of Time magazine's "Heroes for
the Planet" for his success in helping Riverkeeper
lead the fight to restore the Hudson River. That
group's achievement helped spawn more than 125
Kennedy
Waterkeeper organizations across the globe.
Kennedy is credited with leading the fight to protect New York
City's water supply. He now serves as senior attorney for the
Natural Resources
An international figure in the world of environmental activists,
Kennedy ha.s also assisted several indigenous tribes in Latin
America and Canada in successfully negotiating treaties to protect
traditional homelands.
Kennedy is a successful wnter and is involved in the American
political scene, most recently coming out in support of Hillary
Rodham Clinton's bid for the Democratic nomination for the presidency.
His discussion at Murray State University will follow the theme
of his book,"Crimes Against Nature."
For more information on the lecture, call the Student
Government Association office at (270) 809-6951.

INDEX

Learning About Leap Year
•People born on Leap Year are called
leaplings "
•There is a I in 1,500 chance of
being born on Leap Year Day
•187,000 people in the U S were
born on Feb. 291h.
a Four million people worldwide
were born on Leap Year Day.
a Leap years are years that can be
divided evenly by four (2008 divided by four = 502)
•Century years are not leap
years unless they can be evenly divided by 400.
•The longest time between two leap years is eight years. T
last time this happened was between 1896 arid 1904. The
time will be between 2096 and 2104
•February 2008 has five Fndays. The last time this happe
was in 1980 and the next time will be in 2036
•The next leap year will be 2012
-Information obtainea from vnywinfepiease.com

her Leap Year birthdays. She
mentioned that she wanted to
meet her "nursery mates."
Forty-eight years after sharing the nursery together. four of
six "babies- were reunited at
iffe hospital where they were
born.
Williams recalls some of the
most memorable birthdays she's
had.
"For my 'Sweet Sixteenth'
birthday, I only had four candles
on my birthday cake. My 'ninth

birthday, my son was older then
me (he was 10). My 10th birthday, my son and daughter were
both older then me. My 12th
birthday. my husband took me
to a G-rated movie because I
wasn't old enough to getinto a
PG-I3 rated one."
To celebrate her 13th birthday. Williams said she plans to
have a sleepover with two of her

MI See Page 2A
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By HOLLY WISE
Staff Writer
For the nearly 301 millioi,
Americans who celebrate their
birthdays on any of the 365 days
in a year. February 29 is a fascination, an opportunity to study
solar calendars and, for this
month, an added work day.
But for
the
187,000
Americans who were born on
Leap Year Day. it's time to party
— their birthday has arrived and
it only comes around every four
years.
For Cliff Finney, who wa.,
born Feb. 29,1932, "this is his
last year as a teenager," says his
wife, Norma.
Brenda Williams, however,
will leave childhood behind this
year as she celebrates her 13th
birthday on Friday.
"After waiting 51 years, I
will finally be a teenager." she
said.
Born in Anderson. Ind. on
Feb. 29, 1956, Williams was one
of six "Leap Day Babies", a
record for Anderson that has not
been broken, she said. After
moving away from Anderson
for 18 years, Williams returned
and the local newspaper printed
a poem she had written about
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By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP)
Park rangers, retirees and conservation groups are protesting
a plan by the Interior
Department to reconsider regulations restricting loaded guns
in national parks.
The groups say current regulations requiring that visitors to
national parks render their
weapons inaccessible were
working and have made national parks among the safest places
in America.
"Loaded guns are not needed
and are not appropriate in our
national parks,- said Doug
Morris, a retired park superintendent and member of the
Coalition of National Park
Service Retirees.
The plan to reconsider the
gun regulations "could break
what is not broken and change
the nature of our national
parks," Morris said Monday.
Morris spoke at a news conference called in response to an
announcement Friday that the
Interior Department will review
gun laws on lands administered
by the National Park Service
+tad • the Fign tad W.VOIX
Seticie The Aepartmen
draw up new Mles by April 30
for public comment, Interior
Secretary Dirk- Kcmpthorne
said in a letter to. 50 senators
who requested the review.
The
National
Rifle
Association and other gunrights advocates hailed the
announceinent as the first step
to relax a decades-old ban on
bringing loaded firearms into
national parks.
"Law-abiding
citizens
should not be prohibited from
protecting themselves and their
families
while • enjoying
America's national' Parks and
wildlife refuges," said Chris W.
Cox; the NRA's chief lobbyist,
A Kempthorne spokesman
emphasized the review was. in
its early stages. but said it made
sense to update regulations that
were last changed in the early
1980s.
"It's appropriate to look at
updating these regulations, to
bring them into conformity with
state laws" on guns use, said
Chris Paolino, an Interior
Department spokesman.
Conservation groups and
park rangers disagreed, saying
the plan amounted to surrender
to the NRA.
The gun ban "has not been a
major issue at national parks in
recent years," said Bryan
Faehner of the National Parks
Conservation Association, an
advocacy group.
The restrictions, which
require that guns be unloaded
and placed somewhere that is
not easily accessible, such as in
a car trunk, "were reasonable
then and are reasonable now,"
Faehner said. "This is not about
guns. It's not about parks. It's a
hardball political issue injected
by the NRA in an election year,"
he said.
Kempthome's announcement follows letters complainf,f' Page
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PolicoSheriftims
Murray Police Department
A theft was reported to the police station Monday at 1.12 p.m
A theft was reported at Murray Pnnting at 2:20 p.m.
A house fire was reported at 1612 Parklane Dove
Murray State University Police Department
-A report of theft by unlawful taking under $300 was taken at the
Public Safety office when a subject reported their MSU parking
decal and rear view mirror had been stolen Monday at 10 33
am
-Andrew T McMahon, of Louisville. was cited for possession of
marijuana and drug paraphernalia Sunday at 3 a.m in Hester
College after a caller reported the smell of marijuana coming
from the third floor Police confiscated marijuana and a pipe
found in room 303
-A caller reported their tires had been slashed in the College
Circle area sometime between Friday night and Sunday afternoon. A report for third degree criminal mischief was taken
Calloway County Sherttf's Department
--A report of a stolen laptop was reported on 121 North Monday
at 2:20 p.m
-A theft was reported by Wind Drive at 7 34 p.m
-A report of criminal mischief and vandalism was reported
Tuesday at 5 32 a.m when tour subjects with chainsaws were
allegedly cutting down trees on 15th Street
Marshall County Sherfff's Office
-Russell C Taylor, 43. of Murray was transported by Marshall
County EMS to Lourdes Hospital after being involved in a traffic
accident Saturday at 12:50 p.m Taylor was traveling north on
US 641 when a vehicle in front of him stopped to make a turn
into Clean Earth Recycling Taylor tried to pass the vehicle to
avoid collision His vehicle left the roadway and traveled approximately 50 feet before striking an earth embankment The vehicle flipped over and rested on the driver's side Deputy Don
Tidwell investigated the accident
— Information is obtained from reports.
logs and citations from various agencies
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CRAZY SOCKS:
with the reading of the Dr. Seuss book,
at Murray Elementary School participated in a "Crazy Socks" day Tuesday to coincide
Abby Kelley; Abbey Presley; Morgan
Cazares;
Cain
are:
socks,
crazy
with
their
left,
from
-Fox in Socks." Pictured above,
grade class.
first
Jennings Hannah Lawson; and Chloe Lawns. The students are in Jennifer Russell's
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is planned

to figure out what day to celebrate her birth
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power outage as planned
Gale Cornelison, who was born Feb. 29
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until midnight," she said.
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always celebrates her birthSunday for parts of Calloway
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reading
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for ordinances relating to p.m.
ever."
thing
by 11 days and by creating the rule that a
Williams took matters into her own neatest
board of zoning adjustments
Areas affected by this outage
Cornelison's mother, Martha Broach,
century year is a lean year only if divisiin a small town in Ohio
lived
"We
hands.
'
regubusiness
and transient
include Ky. 94 east of Murray
should choose said she wanted to celebrate her daughter's ; bie by 400. This is what dislingelehes the
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birth.
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Williams' Days" lin Defiance, Ohio) and as
cussion in areas like staff
A release from WKRECC
April 15 hut decided Feb. 29 anything — that's what his mother named
celebration 'do not have to wash the dishes amve until
him.
in
leaves of absence and
necessary
Said the outage is
She even had the chief of police sounded better.
"I always say she shorted me on the
leaves of absence without order .to begin a restoration either day.
always
has
birthday
his
On,
J.D.
For
deliver the decree to(my husband) at work."
and on the name," he joked.
The board will also process for both substation
birthday
pay
humor,,
of
source
a
Williams said that even though they no been
OR said he is looking forward to being
review the campus master transformers.
and I
humor
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good
been
just
"It's
still
husband
longer live in Defiance, her
plan and hear from multiple
weather
severe
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• \
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• The Murray-Calloway
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had
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who
Williams is not the only one
County Hospital Finances, ning at 3 p m
Committee will meet Monday
at 8 a m in the board room
Items on the agenda include
a review of January finanof which were possession of a controlled sub- sion of a forged prescription in
cials, a construction update
The Calloway County Grand ond degree criminal possession phernalia both
The jury also 'stance and possession of drug connection with her Nov. 26,
and follow-ups on the pharJury met Wednesday. Feb. 20,• of a forged instrument vlated to firearm enhanced
of paraphernalia both of which 2007 arrest. The jury found she
possession
with
him
charged
macy project. Medical Arts
when
2008, and heard several cases. a March 29. 2007 incident
were firearm enhanced. Turner "knowingly and unlawfully posnow
and
renovations
felon
Office
Building
The following indictments have she "knowingly arid unlawfully a firearm by a
was charged in relation to her sessed a physician's prescription
degree
first
a
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and the rental revenue and
charged
stands
vehicle
Kentucky
a
subjects
possessed
been sersed on the
30. 2008 arrest. Turner is for Lortab which she knew had
Jan.
He
offender.
expense report
felony
persistent
title knowing it had been unlawcharged .
held in the Calloway been unlawfully made, altered
being
Dexter-Almo
was charged in relation to his
• The
•Taft1112 Helton, 43, of New fully made, altered or complete
cash and completed." A $1,500 cash
Heights Water District will Concord was charged with pos- with the intent to deceive or Jan. 30. 2008 arrest. Glovet is County Jail on a $20,(XI)
bond was posted.
bond.
6
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at
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being held at
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degree possession of a conarrest
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degree
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degree
item, call 753-1916
first
with
was
charged
parsdrug
of
possession
Murray was charged with sec- offense
arrest. The jury determined he of drug paraphernalia, first
had intentionally started a fire in degree wanton endangerment.
a building owned by the Murray possession of explosives withHousing Authority. There were out a permit, and receiving
occupants in the 'kidding.
stolen property valued over
•Johnny R. Chapman. 43. of $300. Parish is being held in the
Murray was charged with sec- Calloway County Jail on a
ond offense possession of drug $50,000 cash bond.
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marijuana in connection to his Tennessee
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Department
Jan 16, 2008 arrest. He was Corrections, was charged with
also charged with theft by receiving stolen property valued
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in connection with Steve March 25, 2007 arrest. Hall is
A
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being held on a $5,000 cash
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•Robert L. Hargrove. 46, of
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to commit a crime." A
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Murray was charged with first
S2.500 cash bond was posted.
degree trafficking a controlled
• Jason Dickey, 30, of
substance and possession of
drug paraphernalia in connec- Murray was charged with pos
tion with his Jan. 21. 2008 session of a handgun by a felon
arrest_ Burkeen is being held in and carrying a concealed
(Reg. $14.98)Now Only
the Calloway County Jail on a weapon in connection with his
Jan. 14. 2008 offense.
S10,000 cash bond.
Information is obtained from
Paris,
of
32,
Killen.
•Kecia
Fenn was charged with posses- court records.

Calloway County grand- jury returns 13 indictments
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Steroid ban for horse racing near

Police Taser teen at Louisville school
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — A teenager has been charged with two
counts of felony assault after police said they had to Taser him at a
Louisville school for fighting with officers serving him with an arrest
warrant.
The 16-year-old boy is also fac:ng misdemeanor charges of
resisting arrest, menacing and criminal mischief
Officials said the officers were forced to Taser him at Jefferson
County High School on Tuesday while he was trying to enroll.
A spokeswoman for Jefferson County. Public Schools said the
teenager is from Pulaski County arid had an outstanding warrant fdir
his arrest. His name has not been released because he is a juvenile
Louisville Metro Police spokesman Phil Russell said the teenager was shackled by his feet at the time, but 'he had grabbed a pencil and was threatening to stab the deputy and secunty officer'

So says western
Ky. native
Alex Waldrop,
head of NTRA
By JEFFREY McMURRAY
Associated Press Wnter
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Congress has expanded its
probe into steroid use in sports
to include horse racing, with one
of the industry's top officials
defending what he called a
much improved, albeit still
imperfect, system of testing.
Alexander Waldrop, presiNational
the
of
dent
Racing
Thoroughbred
fsssociation, told a House panel
tin Wednesday that by the end of
the year, he expects virtually all
Major racing states to adopt a
ban on the use of steroids for
horses at least a month before
they appear on the track.
"Is our testing protocol perfect'? No," Waldrop told the
House Energy and Commerce
Committee's panel on commerce, trade and consumer protection. "Can it be improved?
Absolutely. But the major industry stakeholders are united in
their commitment to address
drug and medication issues on a
national basis."
Waldrop said horses are
already subjected to the most
rigorous drug testing in sports,
although most of those tests
focus primarily on drugs perceived to have a greater influence on performance. While
steroids are sometimes important for training, Waldrop said
the practice by some trainers of
putting horses on excessive regimens close to race days must be
stopped.
Despite those . assurances,
some lawmakers — including

KentuckylnBrief

Crews begin dismantling ride that
cut off teenager's feet

Photo provided
Energy and
House
the
of
hearing
a
during
speaks
right,
R-Ky.,
U.S. Rep. Ed Whitfield,
Commerce Committee Wednesday.
Rep. Joe Pitts, R-Pa., asked
Rep. Ed Whitfield of Kentucky, sonable," Waldrop said.
Later, Waldrop pointed out why some states have delayed
the top Republican on the sub.
committee — argued horse rac- that weakening the Interstate adopting the regulations
while a
that
said
Waldrop
allOws
which
sports
Act,
g
other
Horseracin
ing lags far behind
in dealing with the problem of tracks to broadcast offsite races urine test currently exists, there
and collect bets, would essen- is still some scientific disagreeperformance-enhancing drugs.
Whitfield suggested that if tially weaken the rights of ment about a plasma or blood
the sport doesn't take more states, even though the law was test, which he thinks should be
available this summer.
aggressive steps to rid itself of designed to strengthen them.
"We're seeing compliance
Waldrop said a model rule
steroids, the federal government
that puts restrictions on steroid and support we've never seen
might mandate the changes.
"I've yet
"Is it time to call the federal use 30 days before a race has before." Waldrop said.
say we do
cavalry and send it chasing into already been adopted in to hear a horseman
the use of
your stables with guns blazing Arizona, Arkansas, California, not want to stop
say is we
to clean up the sport of horse Colorado, Delaware, Illinois, steroids. What they
plasma."
test
to
want
York,
New
Iowa,
Indiana,
said.
Whitfield
racing?"
Waldrop was among several
Although Whitfield didn't Pennsylvania, Virginia and
sports figures to testify before
advocate any changes to current Washington.
Several other states — lawmakers who say they might
federal law, he asked hypothetically whether it would be appro- including Florida, Kentucky, try again to legislate drug-testthe
priate to deny simulcasting Maryland and Texas — are ing policies. He said it was
offiNTRA
any
or
he
time
first
by
rules
the
to
apprae
rights to a state that refuses to expected
the end of the year, Waldrop cial has appeared before
comply with a steroid ban.
Congress to discuss the issue.
"No,that would not be unrea- said.

•Casino bill ...
From Front
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sion of the amendment and I
plan to continue meeting with
House leadership to find a way
to address those concerns."' The governor unveiled the
initial proposal earlier this
month to change the constitution
to allow 12 casinos to open
across the state; seven of which
could be built at horse tracks.
However committee members
overhauled the proposal, finally
approving a measure that would
allow up to nine casinos in the
state with no more than five to
be located at horse racing tracks.
However the horse industry
wants stronger assurances in the
bill that some of the casinos will
be tied to tracks. As written,
tracks have no guarantee that
they would receive even one,
according to an Associated Press
report this morning.
Taxes on casinos could generate as much as $600 million a
year for government programs,
according to Beshear: funds that
could be used to deal with the
state's $900 million deficit projected for the next two years.
According to the AP report,
state Rep. Charlie Hoffman. DGeorgetown, said he expects the
proposal to pass the full, 100member House. Sixty votes are
needed for approval before it
can be sent to the Senate for
consideration before the legislature adjourns April 15.
"We're at a point in the session right now where there's not
a sense of extreme urgency, but
the clock is ticking," Hoffman
said.
House leaders improved the
measure's chances for approval
Tuesday by adding two new
members to the casino committee — state Reps. John Will

•Gun ...
From Front

Stacy of West Liberty and Tim
Firkins of Louisville. They
removed another lawmaker,
state Rep. Dottie Sims, D-Horse
Cave, who voted against the
Mtire.
Sims had reportedly said she
would support House Speaker
Jody Richard's version of the

proposal, but then voted against
it.
—The only thing I have to say
about that is that if you give
your word up here you need to
keep it," Henley said.
Other than Henley. those voting for the legislation were
Marzian. DLou
Mary

Kentucky lawmakers considering
plan for new scrap metal policies
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — Kentucky lawmakers are considering a
plan aimed at stopping thieves from stealing scrap metal and
reselling it for money.
People hawking scrap metals would have to provide buyers with
their personal information and copies of their photo 10s. Rep. Mike
Denham, the bill's sponsor, said he wants to crack down on people
stealing various metals — such as copper, aluminum or platinum —
to fetch high pnces on the resale market.
"It's happening all over," Denham said. "It's a major problem."
As the price of scrap metal has increased, so has the number of
scrap metal thefts across the state. Members of the House Judiciary
Committee heard anecdotes Wednesday of people stealing copper
telephone wire, aluminum from homes and catalytic converters off
the undersides of parked cars.
Denham said beefing up Kentucky's current law that already
requires scrap metal buyers to keep information on people they buy
copper from is needed. Scrap metal buyers are also required to
report those transactions to police within 24 hours_
The proposal being considered in the Kentucky k-iouee Ayputd
expand the information that's kept on sellers and the types ofinetals
that would trigger the enhanced record-keeping Recyclers would
also have to maintain records of their transactions under the proposal
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ing about the gun restriction
from half the Senate — 41
nine
and
Republicans
FREE pick-up & delivery
Democrats.
within 5 miles
Sen. Mike Crapo, an Idaho
Republican who organized the
letters, said he was pleased that
Kempthorne — a former Idaho (Any Additional Parts & Labor At Additional costs,)
governor and senator — was
"taking steps to uphold the
rights of citizens under the
Second Amendment and eliminate inconsistent regulations"
Crapo and other lawmakers
www.murrayhomeandauto.com
had complained to Kempthorne
were
guidelines
Chestnut St
existing
that the
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 7:30-5:00
753-2571
Murray
"confusing. burdensome and
Sat. 7:30-12:00
unnecessary."

Murray Home & Auto
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Louisville; Kathy Stein, DLexington; Greg Stumbo, DPrestonsburg; Darryl Owens, DLouisville; Firkins and Stacy.
Voting against the measure were
Raps. Joe .Fischer. R-Fort
Thomas; and Mike Harmon, RJunction City.

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) -- Crews began dismantling an amusement park ride on Wednesday that amputated a teenager's feet last
summer.
Six Flags Kentucky Kingdom began taking down the Superman
Tower of Power nde eight months after a cable snapped and cut off
14-year-old Kaitlyn Lasitter's feet.
Carolyn McLean, a spokeswoman for the amusement park
declined to say what will become of the ride or if anything will go in
its place when the park reopens in the spring.
"If weather cooperates the work should be completed in a few
weeks," McLean said.
Lasitter and her family are suing Six Flags Kentucky Kingdom,
claiming the park failed to maintain the nob and equipment and
ensure riders' safety. In court filings, the amusement park has denied
liability in the accident.
Doctors reattached Kaitlyn's right foot, but she had to have some
of her left leg amputated. Over the weekend, doctors at Vanderbilt
University Medical Centerirt Nashville, Tenn., removed 1 1/2 inches
of bone from the end of Kaitlyn's left leg after the bone began pushing at the skin, family members have said.
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FORUM
IN OTHER WORDS
The following is an editorial from another newspaper in Kentucky to offer a point of view from
another area in the Commonwealth. Jr does not necessarily reflect the editorial opinions or thoughts of
this newspaper:

Nuclear
issues
The last time there was serious discussion of nuclear
issues in Kentucky, Crittenden Fiscal Court was deciding not to apply for a federal grant to study whether
the western Kentucky county could become a nuclear
waste storage site.
That was 1992. and the Chernobyl and Three Mile
Island incidents were still relatively fresh in Kentuckians' memory. as was the Marble Hill nuclear plant site
shutdown, just across the Ohio River in Indiana.
Fifteen years later, companion bills in the Kentucky
legislature propose removing a state requirement for a
permanent disposal facility to handle radioactive waste,
before any nuclear plant is built in the state. The
sponsors — Sens. Bob Leeper. I-Paducah. and Charlie
Borders, R-Russell. along with Rep. Steven Rudy, RWest Paducah — think the time has come to talk seriously again about nuclear power generation, even in
the nation's third biggest coal-producing state.
The objections of environmentalists — especially to
By HILLEL ITALIE
on-site waste storage — are reasonable. The long-discussed but problem-plagued Yucca Mountain storage
AP National Wnter
facility in Nevada. which was supposed to open back
NEW YORK (AP) William F. Buckley Jr. died
in 1998. may never be built. That makes figuring out
at work, in his study. Comwhat to do with these dangerous byproducts a major
munism had fallen long
dilemma.
A Republican was in
before.
Meanwhile, basic reactor technology has advanced
White House. The word
the
since the height of anti-nuclear resistance. Some 204
"liberal" had been shunned nuclear facilities across the United States produce about like an ill-mannered guest.
20 percent of the nation's power. France, with nearly
At the end of his 82
no coal and no oil at all, gets almost 80 percent of its years. much of it spent stoking and riding a right-wing
power from 58 nuclear plants. wave as an erudite cowmen't
Thie_.Sieqa Club and,Greenpeace continue to oppose
and -enrisetvatIve herald,
tame
emphagreater
•
instead.
nuclear power. They promote.
Buckley's dreams
all`
of
sis. on energy efficiency. as Well as public and private
seemingly had come true.
spending on clean. alternative, renewable energy
"He founded a magazine,
sources. However. Environmental Defense Fund
wrote over 50 bpoks, influspokesman Tony IC.reindler sees it differently. He says.
enced the course of political
"Given the scope of the, climate problem and the emis- • history. had a son, had two
grandchildren and sailed
sions problem. we need to look at all the energy
across the Atlantic Ocean
options we have, and nuclear is one of them."
three times." said his son,
the
with
problem
The EDF Makes sense, but the:
novelist Christopher Buckley.
the
at
1t.
,
-,199
just
don't
they
that
is
bills in Frankfort
really didn't 'leave any
"He
nuclear option. They push it. by endorsit4 on-site storstone unturned."
age of potentially deadly nuclear plant waste. There is
Buckley was found dead
no proven technology that justifies a serious discussion
in his study Wednesday
of that.
morning in Stamford, Conn.
- Courterlournial His son noted Buckley had
died "with his boots on.
after a lifetime of riding
pretty tall in the saddle."
- His assistant said Buckley
was found by his cook. The
cause of death was unknown.
but he had been ill with
emphssema. she said.
As an editor, columnist,
novelist. debater and host of
State Rep. Melvin Henley(D-Murray)
the TV talk show "Firing
Frankfort, Ky 40601
Room 329J Capitol Annex
Line." Buckley worked at a
1-800-372-7181
e-mail melyin henley0Irc ky gov
daunting pace. taking as little
as 20 minutes to wnte a
State Sen. Ken Winters (R-Murray)
column foe his magazine,
Frankfort. Ky 40601
, Legislative Offices Capitol Annex
National Review.
:1-800-372-7181
Yet on the platform, he
was all handsome, reptilian
MI ilKSN
languor. flexing his imposing
vocabulary ever so slowly,
accenting each point with an
arched brow or rolling
1001 li'hitnell Ave.• Morris, KY 42071-1040
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AP Me

William F. Buckley Jr., the conservative pioneer and television "Finng Line host, responds to
morning.
questions dunng an interview July 20, 2004 in New York. Buckley died Wednesday

that he would retire or
resign." Buckley said at the
time.
Luck was in the very
bones of Buckley. blessed
with a leading man's looks,
an orator's voice, a satirist's
wit and an Ivy League
scholar's vocabulary. But
before he emerged in the
1950s. few imagined conservatives would rise so high.
or so enjoy the heights.
For at least a generation.
conservatism had meant the
pale austerity of Herbert
Hoover, the grim isolationism
of Sen. Robert Taft, the
snarls and innuendoes of
Sen. Joseph McCarthy.
Democrats were the patty of
Ng spenders and "Happy
Days Are Here Again."
Republicans settled for
respectable cloth coats.
L:nlike so many of his
peers and predecessors on
the nght. Buckley wasn't a
self-made man prescribing
thrift, but a multimillionaire's
son who enjoyed wine, sailing and banter and assumed
his wishes would be granted.
Even historian Arthur N+,'
Schlesinger Jr.. who labeled
Buckley "the scourge of
American liberalism." came
to appreciate his "wit, his
passion for the harpsichord.
his human decency. even
his compulsion to epater the
liberals."
Buckley once teased
Schlesinger after the historian
praised the rise of computers
PeoPle."
for helping him work more
But Buckley was also
willing to criticire his own , quickly. "Suddenly I was
face to face with the flip
and made no secret of his
side of Paradise." Buckley
distaste for at least some of
wrote. -That means, doesn't
Bush's policies In a 2006
it, that Professor Schlesinger
interview with CBS, he
will wnte more than he
called the Iraq war a failure
do otherwise?"
would
-If you had a European
Buckley founded the
prime minister who experibiweekly magazine National
enced what we've experiReview in I95. declaring
enced. it would he expected

that he proposed to stand
-athwart history, yelling
'stop' at a time when no
one is inclined to do so, or
to have much patience with
those who urge it."
Conservatives had been
outsider's in both mind and
spirit. marginalized by a generation of discredited stands
— from opposing Franklin
Roosevelt's New Deal to the
isolationism that preceded the
U.S. entry into World War
11. Before Buckley. liberals
so dominated intelTectual
thought that critic Lionel
Trilling claimed there were
"no conservative or reactionary ideas in general circulation."
"Bill could go to the
campus with that arch manner of his. And he was
exciting and young and conservative." conservative
author and columnist George
Will told the AP in 2004.
"And all of a sudden, conservatism was sexy."
In the 1950s. "conservatism was barely a presence
at all," Will said. *To the
extent that it was a political
presence, it was a blocking
faction in Congress."
The National Review was
initially behind history,
opposing civil rights legislation and once declaring that
"the white community in the
South is entitled to take
such measures as are necessary to prevail."
Buckley also had little use
for the music of the counterculture. once calling the Beatles "so unbelievably horrible, so appallingly unmusical.
so dogmatically insensitive to
the magic of the art, that
they qualify as crowned
heads of antimusic."
The magazine could do
little to prevent Barry Gold-

water's landslide defeat in
1964, but as conservatives
gained influence, so did
Buckley and his magazine.
The long rise would peak in
1980, when Buckley's good .
friend Ronald Reagan was
elected president.
"Ronnie valued Bill's
counsel throughout his political life, and after Ronnie
died, Bill and Pat were there
for me in so many ways."
Reagan's widow. Nancy Reagan, said Wednesday in a
statement.
Buckley's wife, the former
Patricia Alden Austin Taylor.
died in 2007 at age 80.
Christopher is their only
child. Buckley is also survived by two brothers and
three sisters.
Christopher Buckley
remembers his father's one
losing adventure, albeit one
happily lost. William F.
Buckley was the Conservative Party's candidate for
mayor of New York in 1965,
waging a campaign that was
in part a lark — he proposed an elevated bikeway
on Second Avenue — but
that also reflected a deep
distaste for the liberal
Republicanism of Mayor
John V. Lindsay.
"By this time 1 realized
he wasn't just any other
dad." Christopher Buckley
told the AP. "I was 13 at
the time, and there were
mock debates in my fifth
grade home room class. And
there were people playing
him, so that was kind of
strange.
"And that's when you get
the sense that your dad is
not just Owe and your parents are not Ozzie and Haynet. But he was a great dad.
and he was a great man,
and that's not a bad epitaph -
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Obituaries
Robert Cunningham
Robert Cunningham, 84, Cherry Corner Road, Murray, died
Wednesday, Feb. 27, 2008, at 12:04 p.m. at Spring Creek Health
Care.
A veteran of World War II, he was a retired auto
mechanic and of Bapust faith. Preceding him in
death were his wife, Ruth Deboe Cunningham, three
sisters and three brothers. Born Feb. 6, 1924 in
Brandon, he was the son of the late Vernon
Cunningham and Leara Parrish Cunningham.
Survivors include three daughters, Anita Bear and husband,
Bobby, Knoxville, Tenn., and Vickie Dowdy and husband. John, and
Carol Brown and husband, Brent, all of Murray; three sons, Dannie
Cunningham and wife, Amy,Calvert City, and Hal Cunningham and
Sammy Cunningham and wife, Debbie, all of Murray; 12 grandchildren; seven great-grandchildren. J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is in
charge of arrangements.

IWP

Dr. Joe Pat Anderson
Dr. Joe Pat Anderson, 79, Memphis, Tenn., family physician,
died Monday, Feb. 25, 2008, at Saint Francis Hospital Park after a
long battle with cancer.
He graduated from the University of Tennessee College of
Pharmacy and served in the United States Army
during the Korean Conflict. He returned to
Memphis and graduated from the University of
Tennessee College of Medicine with honors in
1957. He practiced family medicine in Memphis
for 48 years. During his career, he served as president on the Memphis Medical Society, Chief of
Staff at Saint Francis Hospital for seven years and
as president of the Tennessee Academy of Family
Practice.
Born in Murray, Ky., he was the son of the late
Orville Anderson and Mildred Lynn Anderson.
Survivors include his wife, Dorothy Wilson
Anderson, to whom he had been married for 55
years; two sons, Kevin N. Anderson and wife, Carol,
Washington, D.C., and Dr. Keith G. Anderson and
wife, Kay, Memphis; two granddaughters, Jordan
and Kendall Anderson, both of Memphis; one sister, Fay Nell Flora,
._Murray; three nieces, Rachel Koeniger, Brownsburg, Va., Gingy
Murray, and Janie Ellis, Clarksville, Tenn.; three great-Grider,
..
"nieces and three great-nephews.
A memorial service will be Friday at 3 p.m. at St. Luke's United
Methodist Church, Memphis. Visitation will be from 6 to 8 p.m.
tonight (Thursday) at Memorial Park Funeral Home, Memphis.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the American Cancer
_ Society.

Mrs. Emma Retta Redden Moody
The funeral for Mrs. EMMA Rena Redden Moody will be Friday
at 10:30 a.m. at Central Baptist Church, 1644 Nicholasville Rd.,
Lexington. Burial will follow in the Camp Nelson National
Cemetery in Jessamine County. Visitation will be at the church after
9 a.m. Friday. Kerr Brothers Funeral Home of Lexington is in
charge of arrangements.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Mosaic Christian
Church, Carl H. Kuhl, pastor, P.O. Box 104, Hanover, MD 21076,
or the Tom and Reita Moody Endowment, Baptist Seminary of
Kentucky, 631 South Limestone, Lexington, KY 40508.
Mrs. Moody, 81, Lexington, former resident of Murray, died
Sunday, Feb. 24, 2008.
She lived in Flemingsburg. Hodgenville and Lexington while
growing up and graduated from Lafayette High School in 1944 and
the University of Kentucky in 1948. She earned a master's degree
from Murray State University in 1973 and completed units in
Clinical Pastoral Education at Southern Baptist Theological
Seminary in Louisville in 1975.
Mrs. Moody served as a high school guidance counselor at
Murray High School, Murray, and as a teacher at Hazelwood High
School in St. Louis before becoming director of social services and
chaplain at Western Baptist Hospital at Paducah in 1975. After retiring from the Paducah hospital, she became chaplain at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital in 1989.
For many years, she had a private practice in pastoral and personal counseling. She was a member of the Kentucky Chaplains
Association, serving one year as president in 1983. She was a popular Bible teacher and retreat leader.
Born Aug. 20, 1926, in Vanceburg, she was the daughter of the
late John Dudley Redden and Freida Heddleston Redden. Also preceding her in death were two brothers, Ray and John Redden, and
one sister, Irene McPherson and husband, Ben.
Survivors include her husband. Rev. George T. Moody, to whom
she had been married for 60 years; four children, David Moody and
wife, Rena, Dwight Moody and wife, Jan, Debbie, and Deena Kuhl
and husband, Carl; one sister, Lois Van Fleet; 13 grandchildren;
three great-grandchildren.

James Alan Cole

James Alan Cole, 44, Wingo, died Tuesday. Feb. 26, 2008, at
'7:26 p.m. at Lourdes Hospital, Paducah.
.
7 Preceding him in death were his father, James Wesley Cole, and
:grandparents, Michael H. and Mary Eva Ellegood and Hub and
-Thelma Cole.
Survivors include his mother and stepfather, Mary and John
Hicks, Wingo; two sons, James _Adam Cole, Wingo, and Joseph
Aaron Cole, Murray; one daughter, Rebecca Lauren Cole, Murray;
several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be Friday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Kenneth Vaughn will officiate. Pallbearers
will be Terry Collins, Bruce and Jerry Vaughn, Henry and Jeff Cole.
:Richie Hutson, Steve Bryan and Steven Hicks, active; Brad Givins,
'Trent Ellegood and Chris White, honorary. Burial will follow in the
:Columbus Cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today
'(Thursday).

:Dwain Morris

: Dwain Morris, 37, Hardin, died in Graves County. A carpenter,
The was a member of Enon Baptist Church. One daughter, Megan
- Morris, preceded him in death.
Survivors include his wife, Shawna Strong Moths; two daughters, Shaylee Brook Morris. Hardin, and Amanda Jo Morris,
Mayfield; one son, Dustin Dwain Morris, Hardin; his mother, Judye
Morris, Mayfield; his father, Donald Morris, Lynnville; one sister,
Cindee Bradshaw, Hardin.
The funeral will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of Brown
Funeral Home, Mayfield. Rev. Bubba Smith will officiate.
Pallbearers will be Larry 0. Barber. Shane Dillon, Joey Watts,
Dennis Rodgers, Jeremy Watts and Joe Dan Morris. Burial will follow in the Mayfield Memory Gardens.
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 5 p.m. toda

WASHINGTON (AP) - Congress.
Several years ago. when oil
House Democrats were primed
to raise oil industry taxes. It did- cost $55 a barrel, Bush said oil
n't hurt their cause when a bar- companies need no government
rel of crude reached the once subsidies to pursue more oil or
unthinkable level of $102 and gas, according to House
there was talk of possible $4 per Majority Leader Steny Hoyer,
D-Md.
gallon gasoline this summer.
"With the price of oil hoverThose were among the numbers hanging in the air as the ing around $100 do we really
House debated legislation believe this incentive is justiWednesday that would roll back fied?" asked Hoyer. "Do these
$18 billion of tax breaks over 10 companies need taxpayer subsiyears for the country's five dies to look for new product?
They don't need any incentive."
largest oil companies.
Republicans said the new
Those same companies
earned S123 billion last year, taxes would inhibit investments
one Democrat after another in domestic oil and gas exploration and production and in
reminded colleagues.
With those kinds of profits, turn could lead to higher prices.
"stop the madness of subsidiz- That argument also was made in
ing oil companies." said Rep. recent weeks by the American
Petroleum Institute, the trade
Jim McDermott, D-Wash.
the group for the major oil compasaid
Republicans
Democrats' attack was unfair- nies.
"It punishes the oil and gas
"spiteful and wrong" to Rep.
Jim McCrery, R-La. But that industry. This is wrongheaded.
argument seemed lost amid the It will result in higher prices at
the gasoline pump. It's spiteful
outrage over high pump prices.
The House approved the $18 and wrong," said McCrery of
billion tax plan by a 236-182 Louisiana, state the industry
vote, despite a veto threat from plays a prominent economic
the White House. The measure role.
McCrery, the top Republican
also faces an uncertain fate in
on the House Ways and Means
the Senate.
The money collected over 10 Committee, which developed
years would provide tax breaks the tax proposals, cited statistics
for wind, solar and other alter- that show that oil companies
Mrs. Norma Todd Iverson
native energy sources and for already pay more taxes than
The funeral for Mrs. Norma Todd Iverson will be Thursday at 1
many other industries.
energy conservation.
Hoyer acknowledged "this
p.m. in the chapel of Churchill-Imes Family Funeral Home. Rev. Art
Approval came amid "a conHeinz will officiate. Music will be by Chad Allen and Kern Harvin. vergence of events" that includ- legislation alone will not bring
Visitation will be at the funeral home after 11 a.m. Thursday. ed record crude oil prices and down gas prices." But he said
steadily the measure will provide a needOnline condolences may be made at www.imesmiller.com
heading
gasoline
Mrs. Iverson, 65, New Concord, died Monday, Feb. 25, 2008, at upward, acknowledged Rep. ed boost to alternative energy
7:20 a.m. at her home.
Rat= Emanuel of Illinois, the industries- solar, wind, biofuA member of Hope Harbor Church, she attended Sandwich High
No. 4 House Democrat. The els, and geothermal - and help
School, Sandwich, Ill. Born Oct. 7, 1942, she was the daughter of price of a barrel of crude settled promote energy conservation.
just under $100 after reaching "That may bring down gas
the late Coy Marvin Todd and Norva Hettinghouse.
prices three years from now, 10
Survivors include her husband, Keith Iverson, to whom she was $102.08 earlier Wednesday.
Seventeen Republicans sup- years from now," he said.
married July 30, 1960; one son, Troy Iverson, Rockford, Ill.; one
The bill would roll back two
ported the tax measure, he
daughter, Tonja Iverson Layng, Loves Parks Ill.; one sister, Peggy
the five
Allen and husband, Dave, McKenzie, Tenn.; three grandchildren, noted. That was 10 more than lucrative tax breaks for
One
Jazmyn O'Danielflverson, Rockford, and Angela and Jason Layng, did so in August when the largest U.S. oil companies.
compete
ers
manufactur
helps
that
bill
similar
a
passed
House
Loves Park.
against foreign companies; the
later died in the Senate.
Senate Democratic leaders other gives American compasaid they planned to put the bill nies a tax credit related to oil
and gat extraction outside the
oh a fast track and try.to-avoid
Democrats estimated
country.
White
GOP filibuster. ' The
House said the bill unfairly that those current breaks will
takes aim at the oil industry and save the oil companies $17.65
Wednesday
on
Prosecutors
that President Bush was expect- billion in taxes over the next 10
MAYFIELD, Ky.(AP)- A
in place.
judge has granted a request to agreed to try Quincy Cross sep- ed to veto it if it passes years if kept
nts
co-defenda
from
arately
two
of
trial
move the murder
defendants charged with killing Tamara Caldwell and Jeffery
a teen nearly eight years ago in Burton.
Gas pnces could reach 54 00 per gallon by the summer Currently
All three are accused of kidMayfield.
only triree states pay under $300
killing
and
It's the latest twist in the case napping, raping
per gallon, regular gasoline as of Feb 27
Price
of Jessica Cumin, whose body Currin.
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on
start
will
trial
Cross'
was found behind Mayfield
3 S
•[ [
3t)'.
sl CI •
County.
Elementary School in August of Monday in Hickman
2000. Local police first arrested Caldwell and Burton will be
en who luiew Currin but tried together later. Attorneys
tw
ges against them were later for Burton have argued there is
opped and state police took stronger evidence against Cross
than Burton.
ver the case.

Paid Obituary

Judge moves trial for two
charged in Mayfield murder

Feeling the blues at the pump

MLK Jr. principal apologizes to

parents of searched third graders

(Thursday).
•

Joe Lewis Edwards

f)5.
,as

nd

get
,ar ariad.

House passes $18
billion in new taxes
on five oil companies

at
Joe Lewis Edwards, 85, Paducah, died Tuesday, Feb. 26,2008,
Paducah.
Hospital,
Lourdes
at
p.m.
10:25
Farm
A retired fanner, he was a member of McCracken County
Bureau, ASCS and Concord Untied Methodist Church. Preceding
him in death were his wife, Margaret Hall Edwards, one daughterand
in-law, Rebecca Edwards, and his parents, William Deat
Lovett.
Henrietta Dora
and
Survivors include two daughters, Sandra E. Miller, Paducah.
Edwards.
D.
Larry
son,
one
Md.;
,
Kensington
Edwards,
K.
Brenda
Paducah; one brother. Jimmy Edwards, Paducah; two grandsons.
Murray;
Joseph Foster Edwards. Paducah, and Benjamin Edwards,
three stepgrandchildren.
and
The funeral will be Saturday at I p.m. in the chapel of Milner
Earl
Rev.
and
Hilliard
Dale
Dr.
Paducah.
of
Home
On Funeral
Park
Dickerson will officiate. Burial will follow in .the Maplelawn
Cemetery.
Friday.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 5 to 8 p.m.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to Concord United
Paducah.
Methodist Church Building Fund. 5178 Hinkleville Rd.,
KY 42001.

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP)
- The principal of a western
Kentucky school where thirdgraders were frisked in an effort
to find a missing $5 has apologized to parents.
The Kentucky New Era in
Hopkinsville says Martin Luther
King Jr. Elementary School
Newman
Sarah
Principal
declined to answer questions
about her meeting with parents.
One parent out of a dozen at

Taxes by Joyce, Inc.
Individual, Small Business & Farm Returns
Limited Openings • Coll Now!

753-6069

Earl Vaughn

p.m. in the
Thc funeral for Earl Vaughn will be Saturday at 2
will
Balentinc
Elijah
Rev.
Home.
chapel of Imes-Miller Funeral
officiate. Burial will follow in the Duncan Cemetery.
Saturday
Visitation will be at the funeral home after noon on
Online condolences may be made to www.imesmiller.com
at 8:20 a.m.
Mr. Vaughn. 81. Dexter, died Tuesday. Feb. 26, 2008.
Church.
at his home. He was a member of Dexter Pentecostal
Vaughn.
Preceding him in death were his first wife. Opal Ragland
E.
Gracie
sister.
one
and
Vaughn.
one brother. Clyde Edward
the late William
of
son
the
was
he
1927,
28,
Jan.
Born
Linsman.
Andrew Vaughn and Lennie Cantrell Vaughn.
Dennis E
Survivors include his wife. Virginia Vaughn; two sons,
South
Jeannie.
wife.
and
Krathwohl
F.
Carl
and
Vaughn. Dexter.
Austin.
Bend, Ind.; one daughter, Patricia Copeland and husband,
Dexter.
Murray; one brother, John W. Vaughn and wife. Lucille.
Dorothy
and
Texas,
Beaumont,
Ryan,
Mo.; two sisters. Christine E.
Ferrell and
K. Howard. Peculiar. Mo.; seven grandchildren, Angie
all ot
Tammy,
wife,
and
Vaughn
Tony
husband, George, and
husband.
Monroe, N.C.. Opal Copeland and Sheila Roberts and
Willie, all of Murray, and Brandon. Morgan and Chloe Krathwohl,
and Gabriel
all of South Bend. Ind.: six great-grandchildren. Jessica
and
Chance
and
Murray
of
all
Vaughn,
Al
and
Ferrell, Justin
Chaney Roberts. all of Murray.

the meeting at the school
Tuesday says the meeting
helped deal with the issue.
Another parent plans to apply
for a transfer, while another says
she is considering the same.
Christian County schools
spokeswoman Regan Huneycutt
says the district has made an
effort to apologize for what happened. She says any parents who
remain concerned about the incident can call the district.

917 Coldwater Rd., Murray, KY 42071

lg STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
Doss Jones Ind. Avg. ....12605.7 • 88.6
Air Products

Briggs & Stratton

111,49 - 0.40

Bristol Myers Squibb ......23.01 • 0.19
Caterpillar ._______._...73.60 • 0.62
Chermn Texaco Corp_....88.69 + 0.47
Daimler Chrysler -._._116.22 • 0.28
89.47 + 0.08
6.56 - 0.04

Ford Motor
General Electric ------33.79 • 0.23
24 39 - 0.43
(.eneral Motors

PIZZA SPECIALS
$7.00
$9.44
$13.00

$7.00 ea.
opEti

Church Groups - 20% Discount
Sunday & Wednesday

0110
4"
'
ilAIA

WE'LL HONOR ANY PIZZA COUPON

lialtdyk Grill
817 COLDWATER ROAD • 762-0442

••••

cc

AT&T, Inc.__-_--.35.66 + 0.46
t3.34 - 035

Exxon-Mob0

& Free

9; 23 -

BB&T .

All returns filed electronically.

16" Cheese Pizza
16" Unlimited Toppings
12" - 3 With 3 Toppings
16" - 3 With Unlimited Toppings

AP

SOURCE AAA

GlaxoSmithKlioe ADR -45.26 .0,21
60.91 - 1.06
Goodrich
29.10 - 0.21
Goodyear
HopFed Bank ......-.14.10 11 14.25 A
1BM

.0,26

Intel
Kroger

Mattel
McDonald%
Merck .

-25.22 -0.24
_.20.36- 0.28
.34.88 - 0.07
44.95 -0.49

Mkrosolt

28.15 - 0.11

J.C. Penney

48.21 • 1.40

Nasal), Inc. ...........

70.76 - 0.44

Pfizer, Inc

22.70 • 0.05

Regions Financial

2234 - 0.68

Schering-Plough

21.71 - 0_19

Sears Holding Corp .......104.04 + 2.44
16.2.5 .0.26
Tine Warner .
US Bancorp

_12.92 - 036
- 0.94

UST

%Mint Inc --_-_73.16 - 0.59
Wal-Mart _-----._.51.26 - 0.17

--.-115.4I - 1.05

HILLIARD LYONS
Financial Consultants (I-11)
Ron Arant I Heath Scott
Court Square I Murray, KY 42071
270-753.3366 I 800.444-1854
nn
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Collection of poems by
Alexander will be published
Finishing Line Press, a Kenrecently
publisher,
tucky
dlinOtirk:Cd that Letters From
Down Under, a collection of
poems by
Murray
writer Constance
Alexander.
will be published during NationPoetry
al
Month.
Alexander April 2008.
is
This
Alexander's second book of
poems. and advance reviews
ot her work arc resoundingly
posit!se.
Rachel Contreni Flynn, winner of the 2003 Dorset Prize
and a recent National Endowment for the Arts grantee.
described Letters From Down
tinder as "magical." with touche'. of "irreverence and danger,
laughter and solace.'"
Winner of,the Agnes Lynch
Starrett Poetry Prize and the
Pablo Neruda Pnze for Poetry. Jan Beatty praised the "cutting metaphors" of Alexander's
poems. where "each aperture
becomes a way in or way out."
Best-selling poet. playwnght
and pertomier Ed Bok Lee lauded the scope of Letters From
Down Under as "a seductive,
subterranean journey through

the annals of western literature."
Bok Lee's poetry was tapped
for the Many Voices Price by
New Rivers Press and a Beyond
Margins Award from PEN in
2006.
Alexander is an award-winning poet, playwright, fiction
And non-fiction writer. She has
been a weekly columnist at
the Murray Ledger & Times
and an on-air commentator for
WKMS-FM, the National Public Radio affiliate, since 1989.
She currently serves as Faculty Scholar in Arts & Humanities at Murray State University's Teacher Quality institute.
"The timing of this new
book of poems couldn't be better," Alexander said. "Every
year I recognize National Poetry Month in a different way.
This will be the first year I
can celebrate by doing readings from a new chapbook of
poems."
During the pre-publication
period and up until March 14,
Letters From Down Under can
be ordered from the publisher
for $14, with free shipping.
Books can be ordered online
at www.finishinglinepress.com.
After April II.copies will be
available locally at the Murray State University Bookstore
or through the poet at constanceale x ander new wavecom
m.net.

Support groups will
meet during the month
the Center lin Health &
akellness will offer several support group meetings dunng the
month 'of March, which will
he offered to members. Murray -Calloway County Hospital
employees, as well as the general community
I he Breast Feeding Support
Group will meet on Saturday s.
March 1, X. 15. 22. and 29 at
1043 a.m. at the Si. John's
F.riscopal Church For more
iniormation contact Heather
Dial) at 436-5657
Additionally, the Death. of
.1 l'arent Support Group will
met., 00 Mondays. March 4.
10 17. 24. and 41 at 7 p rn
It you are interested or need
information, contact
more
stephame Cunningham at 211/117
the Alzheimer's Disease
support Group will meet Tuesday s. March II and 25 at 4-40
p m in the Murray -Csdo•way
County Hospital Board Room
Free sitter sen ice dunng the
meeting will he offered. For
Our

Registered

•

Bridal Couples:

•
•
•

Rebecca Sparks
& Brett Stiffens
Jessica Bybee •
& Seth Grogan
Whitney Puckett
& Philip Sollitto

Jerina Gardner
& Rich Edwards
Courtney Cross
& Brandon Steele
McKnight
& Josh Dunn

Jessica

Kristin Johnson
& Andrew Logar
Megan Jones
& Aaron Storey

•

lenniler Evans
& Drew Henry
Beth Ann Dunavant
& Justin Pounds

information, contact
more
Cindy Ragsdale at 762-1278.
The Parkinson's Support
Group will be meeting on Tuesdays. March 11 and 25 at noon
an the George Weaks Community ('enter. To eat with the
Senior Citizens. come at II M)
a.m. For more information.contact Dixie Hopkins at 7536001.
The Grief Recovery Outreach Program in a new 12week class that will begin Monday. March 10 from 7 to 9
p.m. For more information, or
to sign up for the next cla.,
contact M('CH Chaplain Kerry
Lambert at 762-1274
The Stroke/Head Injury Support Group will meet Thursday. March 20 at 5,10 p.m. in
the Center for Health & Wellness classroom. Contact Cheryl
("rouch at 762-1557 for more
information.
. The Bariatric Support Group
will meet Monday, March 17
at 6 p.m. in the Center for
Health & Wellness Conference
Room. For more information
contact Kim Royalty at 227.4870.
A West Kentucky Chapter
Lupus Support Group will meet
Monday. March 17 at 6 p.m.
in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital private dining room
I. This group will meet the
third Monday . of every month.
The Breast Cancer Support
Group will meet Tuesday.
March 25 at 6:30 p.m. in the
('enter for Health & Wellness
Classroom. For more information. contact Evelyn Wallis at
489-2462 or Angie Hutchings
at 435-4614.
('ompassionate Friends Support Group will meet Thursday, March 27 at 7:30 p.m. in
the M('CH private dining room
I. Contact MCCH Chaplain
Kerry Lambert at 762-1274, or
Hilda Bennett at 731-498-8324
for more information.

Health Coverage
Made Easy.
east aunt eammips for
initateuars nhout Group baser*
independent Cc:enactors

Rebecca Boyd
& Edward Baust

Dependents and Stuarts

coma AMMON!
cola motored •
sinas Suunesses
.

9'......c .411

•'

Robert 8111ington Jr
270-753-4751
• ce•V

Pr e.1.24 Rzeittrai & OM%
•
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•
Murray
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12701 74-2100
Monday-Friday 10-6,
•
Saturday 10-2
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Doggie Day Spa scheduled
Saturday at Carmen Pavilion

'41

Humane Society of ('alloway County
and Murray State University's Animal
Health Technology/Pre-veterinary Club will
host a Doggie Day Spa on Saturday from
9 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Carmen Pavilion, located on College Farm Road across from Calloway County High School.
The society, for a fee, will be microchipping dogs, making custom pet ID tags on
site, and photographing pets and adding
to their free Lost Pet Photo Regthem
lo's
istry. Murray State students will bathe
Datebook dogs, clean ears and trim nails, or give a
By Jo Burkeen
bath, clean ears and trim nails, all these
Community
for a fee. For more information contact
Editor
the Humane Society at 759-1884.

Spanish class scheduled

Photo provided
ENLISTED TO JOIN IN: Emily Ashby, a Calloway County
High School junior, was nominated by Gary Mullins, band
director, to perform John Philip Sousa's "The Washington
Post March" with the United States Navy Band dunng their
recent performance at Lovett Auditorium Ashby is pictured
with Captain George N Thompson. Commander for the military band based in Washington, D C.

Three workshops being
offered to learn to sew
rolled hem and flat hem setFor anyone who owns a
tings, how to make a
scoter but often feels they
wrapped stitch, how to flatdon't know how to use the
lock, how to put in a zipper
serge!' except to sew a seam,
using the serger and how to
a series of
Each stuthree work- repair a stitch.
dent will take home finished
shops will
items using the techniques
be taught
taught in each Workshop.
on how to
Serger Basics - Level I
use the
will be taught March 6 ($5).
serger
more effec- Intermediate Serger Techniques - Level II ($8) will
tively.
be taught March 13, and
The workExbussion shops will Advanced Serger Techniques
- Level III ($12) will' be
be taught
Notes
taught March 20. All three
by the
By
classes will be taught at the
La Dawn Hale University
r_a1losinty-,Couta,g0Weicial'
Calloway County of' 1010# '
To
Office front 9 30-12:30.
Extention Agent' In4)
Cooperative register for one or all three
for Family &
of the workshops and to
Extension
Consumer
receive a list of supplies and
Service
sciences
more detailed information,
Purchase
please call the Calloway
Area ("ertified Master VolunCounty Extension Office at
teers in Clothing Construe 753-1452 by March 4th.
tam who have received Class size is limited and
extensive training in clothing
each participant should have
i:onstruction and have been
their serger threaded and be
certified as qualified instrucset up before 9:30.
tors by the Cooperative
Educational programs of
Extension Service.
the ("ooperative Extension
Workshop participants will
'Service serve all people
learn valuable tips to make
regardless of race, color, age,
sager 'use less stressful and
sex, religion, disability or
more beneficial such as how
national origin.
to adjust the tension for various fabrics and threads.

Starting March 7, Beginner's Conversational Spanish Classes will be offered free of charge for those age 60 and older
at the Murray Calloway County Senior Citizens' Center, located at 607 Poplar St., Murray, inside the Weaks Community
Center. Spanish classes will be on Fridays from 12:15 to I
p.m. and will run each Friday until March 25. The class is
limited to 12 participants. Those interested should sign up at
the center or call Ten Cobb at 753-0929.

Republicans plan Lincoln Day Dinner

Calloway County Republicans will host the Purchase Area
Lincoln Day Dinner on Saturday at 6 p.m. in the Murray State
University Curris Center. The keynote speaker will be Kentucky's senior senator and minority leader Mitch McConnell..
Also speaking will be U.S. Congressman Ed Whitfield and
State Senator Ken Winters. For reservations call 759-1556 or
293-3044.

Booster Club plans Bingo

The Knights of Columbus, 332 Squire Rd., Murray, will
sponsor Bingo Saturday. A portion of the proceeds will benefit the Murray High School Athletic Booster Club. Doors will
open at 4:30 p.m. with concessions available. Bingo will begin
at 6 p.m.

American Legion Post will meet
Billy Lane Lauffer American Legion Post #73 will meet
tonight at 7 at the new American Legion Hall at 310 Bee
Creek Dr. (just north of Schwann's Ice Cream) on North Fourth
Street. The primary topic of discussion will be paving of the
patting lot and a firm date for the Post grand opening. All
veterans are invited. For informition call Commander Duane
Brown at 753-8985.

Glory Bound Entertainment Friday
Glory Bound Christian Entertainment Ministry will be Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. in the fellowship hall of Goshen United Methodist Church, 4726 Ky. 121 North at Stella. Featured
will lie he Aurora Singers. For more information call Joe
Lawrence at 753-5643. Renee Taylor at 753-8124 or Patrick
Lea at 761-2666 or e-mail glory-bound@hotmail.com

GED practice test Saturday
The Calloway County Adult and Family Education Center
will offer a chance for adults to take the GED official practice test on Saturday from 8 a.m. to noon at the center at
1900 North 12th St., Murray. This opportunity is fee and will
provide, you with information on whether you are ready to
sign up for and take the actual GED test. For information or
to reserve a place on Saturday call 759-5525.

Red Cross Blood Drive today
Calloway County American Red Cross will have a blood
drive today from I to 6 p.m. at North Calloway Elementary
—
School.

Mother to Mother Group to meet
Mother to Mother, a support group for breastfeeding moms,
is scheduled to meet Saturday at 10:45 a.m. at St. John's Episcopal Church. Featured will be refreshments and door prizes.
Pregnant moms, dads and older children are welcome. For
more information call Heather Duffy at 436-5657.

Shriners Bingo Friday
Murray Shriners announced that Bingo will be held Friday
at 6:30 p.m. at the Shrine Club facility. Ky. 121 North, Murray. Proceeds help support many local and Shnne charitable
activities.

Reformers Unanimous to meet
Reformers Unanimous, a Christ-centered addictions program.
meets each Friday from 7 to 9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist
Church For information or for a ride call 753-1834.

Lenten fish fry is each Friday

Photo provided
Pictured are Ron Wright and Billy Barton, members of the
NBTH board of directors

Wright elected chairman
of New Beginnings
Transition Homes, Inc.
New Beginnings Transition
Homes. Inc. recently elected
Ron Wnght chairman of the
board of directors and Billy
Barton. chair elect.
The Mission and purpose
of New Beginnings Transition
Homes INBT111 is to pros ide
A Will-lured and cd tn. ii ii '11,11
environment which will assist
qualified persons released from
incarceration to prepare for
more successful re-entry into
society.
Their goal is to lead stir
dents to a life-changing and
growing relationship with Jesus

Christ in order to positively
affect their work, family.
church, and social life.
NBTH is in the formative
stages of building the organization and is currently receiving donations to acquire a place
to operate
If sou would like to be a
'Piece of the Puzzle that will
help put broken lives back
may v !sit their
ti,gether.
chsite at ,ANW nhth mg for
Donations
more information
can he made to NBTII. P.()
Box 1746, Murray. la 42071

St. Leo Catholic Church will have its annual Lenten fish
fry Friday from 4:30 to 6:30 in the Parish Hall of the church.
Served will 'be catfish, fries or baked potato, cole slaw, white
beans, hushpuppies. dessert and drink. These will continue each
Friday until March 14. The public is invited. For more information call 753-3876.

TOPS will meet today
Thursday TOPS (take off pounds sensibly) Chapter #469
will meet today at 5:15 in the annex of Calloway Public
Library as the library. For information call Stephanie Cunningham at 753-7129 or 210-4173.

Compassionate Friends will meet
Compassionate Friends Support Group will meet tonight at
7,30 in the private dining room at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital This is for all parents who have lost a child or
young adult through death For more information contact Chaplain Kerry Lambert at 762-1274 or Hilda Bennett at 1-73 I 498-8324.

Narcotics Anonymous will meet
Narcotics Anonymous will meet each Monday at 6 p.m. and
Tuesd.r. and Thursday at 8 p m at St John's Episcopal Church
For information call 753-8419 or 1-877-447-2004

MHS Class of 1988 plans reunion
The Murray High School class of 1988 is currently making
plans for a 20-year reunion. All class members should e-mail
their contact information to David McDowell at david.mcdowellOmurray.kyschools.us or by visiting the alumni-reunion section of the Murray City Schools web page

COMMUNITY
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NonorRoll
tiny L. Wendling*, Katelyn Ann O'Bryan•, Keisha Nicole OIT', Allen Eldridge, Corey Grey
White, Justin Aden Wilhelm*, Lee Ann Orr*, Dakota Brooke Evans*, Joseph B. Farley,
William Zachary Ryan Fortenberys.
Hugh
Erica Scott Winkler*, Whitney Parrish,
Nicole Workman, Kelsey Renee Paschall*, Dugan Ott Pearson, Joshua Christian Friedrich,
James David Revell, Audrey Abby Michelle Futrell, Joe
Yearry and Brittany Yong.
Roberts, Elizabeth Thomas Futrell. Taylor Grace
Leaann
GRADE
SEVENTH
Jeremy Allen Addison*, Kathleen Roberts, Bracken Futrell, Neely KayAnn GalCourtney McKaylan Adkisson, Michael Robertson, Dee-Anna limore', Austin -Dale Garner,
Michael Hunter Garrison*,
Kayla Marie Ainscough, Brandy Elizabeth Robinson,
Autumn Brooke Rogers, Kristen Ann Gee, Kelsie Paige
Fennell Baker, Zachariah JorAddison
Haley
Rogers*, Gibson',
Elizabeth
dan Baker*, Nicholas Evan Haley
Betts, Sarah Joyce Bivins, Rachel Jean Ross, Montana Gilbert*, Jay Lewis Green*,
Rowland*, Whitney Siunone Greene*, DesPearl
Alyssa Nicole Bogard, Kristi- Nicole
na Louann Bohannon', Arin Michaela Charlene Rudolph, tiny S. Grooms, Ashley CarMichelle Boyd, Anna Mane Abbigail Lynn Rushing, Tay- olyn Gullisson*, Dera Rose
Brashear, Miranda Rae Braun*, lor Brooke Schaaf, Tyler Wade Hale, Daniel Thomas Harper*,
Joseph Byron Harrison*,
Shania Dawn Bridges, Brit- Schanbacher*, Will Parker
taney Nicole Broome, Jacob Lee Schwettman, Katie Ann Shin- Saliah Seid Hassan*, Morgan
Burkeen*, Chantry Allen Car- kle, Destiny Michelle Skinner, Christine Hillman, Colby Lee
roll*, Leeandra B. Cleaver*, Jacquelyn Janae Smith, Jazmine Hinson, Nicklas Alexander
Aaron Lee Collie*, Timothy Kristen Louise Staples. Bethany Holt, Chelsea Rae Holzschuh,
Dalton Ray Cooksey, Elizabeth Jean Street*, Morgan Elise Shelby Taylor Horton, Logan
Claire Courtney*, Danielle Ann Stubblefield*, Aaron Cole Ryan Jackson, Calvert James
Crouch*. Allie Leigh Daniel, Swift, Mason Bradley Swift, Johnson*, Sarah Christine
Jordan Taylor Dawson, Court- Laiken Nicole Tabers, Sarah Jones, Makayla Jade Kim*,Tanney Bree Dick*, Tien Christ- Elizabeth Taylor, Courtney ner Alan Kirby*, Charity Kathy
ian Dinh, Ashley Nicole Dixon, Lynn Thompson*, Megan Eliz- Lamb, Kevin Scott Lamb*, Tara
Dakota Alan Dukes, Austin abeth Sharon Tremblay*, Austin Robyn Leslie, Ryan Blain LitchKyle Duncan, Alija Marie Eugene Trotter, Erin Nicole field, Jessica Michelle Lowe,
Tubbs*, Kathryn Elizabeth Cheyenne Maddox*, Summer
Earicks,
Darian
Manning,
Anderson Renee
Ian
Jennifer Lynn Edwards*, Tucker*,
David Michael McCallister, Erin MarZachary
Tavionne Javonte Malique Umstead,
Robert garet McCallon, Cara Lynnette
Jesse
Alyssa Vasterling,
Courtney
Elam,
Farmer*, Jessica Ann Foster, Vaught*, Katlin Aline Walk- Meredith*,
Crystal Mariah Millard,
Bailey Alan Futrell*, Tara Bre- er*, Devon Thomas WarmaLee Mitchuson, Sarah
Austin
Clint
West,
Powell
Steven
ck*,
Brooke
Kennedy
anne Garland,
Elizabeth Austin Wilson and Meagan Kay Michelle Moore, Kara Ruth
Garrison, Kayla
Mosley, Nicholas Aaron NewGrady*,Tyler Ross Greer*, Vic- Winder*.
Kristen Nicole Oakley,
some,
GRADE
EIGHTH
Megan
Hahs,
Elizabeth
toria
Kayla Marie Adams, Hunter Zachary Gage On, Courtney
Laurel Harper*, Ashley Nicole
Harpole, Kaitlyn Grace Harris, Drake Arnold, Christina Lau- Justice Owen, Travis Glenn
Hailey Brooke Harrison*, Ben- risa Joanne Bailey, Keeley Rae Palmer, Tonya Denise Parker,
jamin Wade Hartline*, Gabrielle Barrow, Austin Mark Beane, Jared William Paschall. LyndNicole Hill*, Faith Nicole Ashley Lauren Benson*, Mor- sey Paige Paschall, Jaclin Jane
Hooper*, Malik R. Idlette, gan Breanna Bethel*, Billy Patterson, Megan Brooke PitKaylee Anne Ingram, Austin Gene Black. Emily Michelle tenger*, Joseph Tyler Polo,
Dylan Blair, Emily Christine Bloe- Lucero Ponce, Jared Tyler Ray*,
Jackson,
Chandler
Johnson-Knaup, mer, Abigail Joan Bourland*, Jessica Faye Reiter, Brittany
Michael
Jones, Julie Lyn Boyken*, Luke Haas Cheyenne Reynolds, Daphne
Edward
Johnathon
Kelsey Len Kelly, Rosa Kim*, Holiday Braden, Sabrina Eliz- Danielle Reynolds, Jacob Glen
Story
Allison
Casey Renae King, Hope Anna abeth Brewer*, Shaun Patrick Reynolds*,
Clark
Garrett
Rogers,
Bucy,
Nicole
Halye
Brown*,
Abel
Lee,
Nicole
Laken
Lamb*,
David Lewis Jr., Destinie Rose Laken Elizabeth Burkeen, Jes- Schwettman*,
Amy Fay Scull. Trenton
Brooke sica Ann Butler, Ryan Thomas
Darien
Lincoln,
Photo provided
Joshua Canter*. Joseph Sheesley, Christopher
Logan
Butler,
Maness*,
Students pictured received the pawsitive reward with Principal Janet Caldwell on Feb. 15.
Jordan Lee Can, Michael Dylan Sheridan*, Taylor CourtArista Morgan Manning,
Breanna Paige Manus, Chase Patrick Chadwick*. Codie Lee ney Sheridan*, Myranda Carol
Louise Skinner, Kaycee Lea Smith,
Hannalore
Alexander Martin, Nathaniel Clark,
Cook, Taylor Nicole Stallings, Gina
Jean
Katlyn
Clause*,
Lyn
Sullivan
Evan Maxwell*,
Kayann Charles Gentry Courtney*, Jerry Lafaye Stenberg*. Melody Ann
McCallon, Kirstie
Edward
Daniel
McClard*, Amy Marie McDou- Cullen Crouch, Emily Carol Stephens,
Villeneuve,
Lee
Joseph
Stokes*,
CunningGrace
Alyssa
Crouse,
McHenry*,
Marie
Diedre
gal*,
AlexAlexandria May Mehr, Dana ham*, Zachary Lance Cunning- Sarah Elizabeth Wade*,
Reagan • Meredith*, Simon ham, Alexandria Brooke Davis, is Renae Watson, Katrina M.
M.
Joshua
David Mikulcik*, Adyn Reece Christina Lorraine Dean*, Kris- Weatherford*,
Wilson*,
Marie
Harmon
Weber,
ShelGrant
Dennis.
Leigh
ten
Miles*,
Milam, Travis Lee
Wilson*, LauHeather Lynn Miller, Michelle ton Dixon, Haley Elizabeth Karim Morgan
Marie WilsOn*, Marissa
Dawn Milligan, Bryce Thomas Dodd, Aleisha Faye tIoughty, ren
Wilson*, Ashleigh
Mills, Madison Alexandria Jacob Neal Doughty. Timothy Carinne
Dannis Lee YliWolfe,
Michele
Kordell
Nicholas
Dowdy,
Lee
Morris,
Michelle
Mize, Haley
N. Young.
Caleb
and
talo
Dwyer,
Patrick
Dylan
Duncan,
Alexandria Jo Nance, Reannon
Adam Daniel Eckels*, Ty
Denise Nance, Hannah Rose

Calloway County Middle
School has released the honor
roll for the first semester of
school as follows: Those
marked with an • made all
As.
SIXTH GRADE
Parker Elliott Adams*. Benjamin Charles Allen, Michael
Todd Arnett*, Iris Mercedes
Laiken Alysse Balmer*,
Barnard,
Elliott
Donovan
William Chase Barrow, Cody
Lane Bergman*, Erica Leanne
Boehnaer, Anthony Blake Bowden. Joseph Levi Briggs*,
Michael Christopher Broh,
Hunter Brent Bucy•, Thomas
1?. Canning*, Bernadette Nicole
Chadwick, Darrah Janesse
Clark*, Madison Raye Connell*, Carlee Renise Cossey,
Lauren Caylie Cox,
Tristan Robert Crady*, Elizabeth Oaks Crass, Kennady
Anne Crass, Lorynn Paige
Leigh
Rebecca
Deitz*,
Downey', Codey Lee Dumas*,
leremy W. Duncan, Trey
Franklin Duncan, Sarai Marie

Dunn, Samuel Hudson Elliott',
Callie Rae Emerson, Logan
Chandler Enoch*, Landon Tyler
Fike*, Austin Fish Ford, Wyatt
W. Frame, William LAM Fuqua,
Dakota Lane Futch, Jacob Tanner Garland, Kelcey LeAnn
Elizabeth
Katie
Garner,
Grayson, Raegan Elizabeth
Green',
Taylor Ryan Green, Alexander Garth Lambert Gullixson*,
Hunter Shawn Harrison, Jordan Leigh Hepner*, Katherine
Linn Herndon, Regan Nicole
Storm Hinson, Jessica Sue
Hiter, Kacy Michelle Horton,
Haley LeeAnne Hounshell*,
Sarah Nicole Houston. Victoria Lee Humphrey, Bokyung
Anna Kim*, Darren Craig
Lamb, Jennifer Lynn Larose,
Chelsea Marie Long, Daisy
Marie Lowe, Jacob Austin
Maness, Courtney Elizabeth
Martin*, Patrick Garrett Dean
Martin,
Tristan Elias John McCallister, Tanner Chase McClure,
Morgan Lynn McCoy, Michael

Daniel McGee*, Roger Michael
McIntosh, Amber Lynne Miller,
Haley Renee Morton, Sydney
Marie Murphy*, Katie Louise
Neihoff, Marco R. O'Bryan,
Courtney Leighann Outland,
Amber Lynn Parker, Joia D.
Pool, Emma Noel Porter, Sherri Mane Porter, Devyn Brooke
Poston. Robert F. Pruitt, Kailey Ann Ray, Nathan Daniel Rister, Erica Beth Rogers*, Erica
Marie Rogers*, Ian Kazuki
Rogers, Osvaldo Rojas*, Allison Marie Salazar. Daisey
Jeanette Sandoval,
Christopher Damn Satterwhite*, Heather Shawn Schmitt,
Summer Nicole Simmons*,
Hunter Ray Smith, Malayna C.
Smothermon, Nicholas Wayne
Snodgrass, Auston Bradley Snyder, Mariana L. Spengler*, Tyler
Keith Stone*, Kaytlin Michelle
Thompson, Haley Nicole Tidwell, Marissa L. Tyson, Emily
Phillip
Vasterling,
Claire
William Vilardo, Taylor Lea
Wallace, Sierra Jade Warford,
Dylan Anthony Warmack, Des-

Photo provided

Key, Kaleasha Dillard.
MES students winning 10 tiger tags were, from left, first row, Kameryn
Paior and Principal
Andrew
Langford,
Ziya
row,
second
Rivas,
Lindsey
and
Ryan Wezner
Rogers.
Livi
Janet Caldwell. Not pictured are Brooklyn Mathis and

Choose
Your Item
& Take an
Extra 29'7- Oti
Already Low Prices

Murray Elementary students receive rewards
Murray Elementery School
students earn a gold tag when
they have received 10 tiger
tags for going above and beyond
the Guidelines for Success.
Janet Caldwell presents the
gold tags to students on the
Tiger Cub News program each
morning.
Students receiving the award
during the week of Feb. 1114 are as follows:
Kameryn Key and Rachel
Davis from Perry's class, Kalae.sha Dillard from Chile's class;

9

Jones'
Ryan Wezner from
class, Lindsey Rivas and Ziya
Langford from Colson's class,
Brooklyn Mathis from Back's
class. Andrew Pajor from Dawson's class and Livi Rogers from
Vanover's class
Each week students who earn
"pawsitives" throughout the
week receive special rewards.
Students selected from each
class meet with the Principal
Caldwell. for a fun activity
every Friday afternoon.
Students selected for Feb_ 1 St

were:
Pl: John Humphrey, Mallory Moore, Michael Seavers,
Maleah Rivero, Gavin Hager
P2: Ian Jett, Garrett Griffin, Elise Eaton, Kennedy
Keller, Shae Sales, Coleman
Austin
P3: Emme Margie, Ethan
Back, Andrew Tharpe, Weston
Knight, Melody Sheets
P4: Maddie Waldrop, Clay
Boardman,
Ohnemus, Zac
Wendy Waltrip, Garrett Becker

GREEN PLAIN SCHOOL OF
BIBLICAL STUDIES
Spring Schedule 2008

$19.88-$27.35

$28.40

Mathis Totes & Satchels
Reg $40455

messes Novelty Sweaters
Reg $58

Each Monday Night
March 3 - May 26, 2008
7:00 p.m. — 9:00 p.m.
Subjects & Instructors:
Genesis #1 Johnny Polk •Ephesians - Robert Meredith

$17.74
Mens Siegfried
SfT1Ped Palos
Reg

•

$324)

Bring this coupon in and take an
extra 29% off your favorite item.
Friday, February 29 thru
Sunday. March 2

LIMIT ONE PER CUSTOMER

off

Ogurraatiaiatialraspask
igaiggamigg sr 75% ail milmal(Wm Sarni
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Green Plain Church of Christ
3980 Murray Paris Road
Hazel, KY 42049
Phone:(270) 492-8206
Web: peenplain.org

Email: greenplainOgreenplairrrg
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dowohares

I mile off highway 641 near the corer of the
Green Plain and Murray Paris Ikoads
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Murray's Sykes comin' home to Lovett MAG events are set
MSU News Bureau
Who says you can't go
home? That may be the tide
of another artist's song, hut
Keith Sykes will make it happen Friday night.
Sykes. a Murray native who
has toured with the likes of
Jimmy Sullen as a former member of the Coral Reefer Band.
will take the stage at Murray
University's historic
State
Lovett Auditorium for an 8
p.m. show. This show will feature the popular onstage seating and is presented as part
of laivettlase's spring concert
series. Tickets will be available at the door or can be purchased in advance through tickeimastercom. or locally at the
Regional Special Events Center box office.
Sykes moved to Memphis
when he was just a young boy.
When he was - a senior in high
school, he remembers buying
his first guitar for ¶20 at a pawnshop on Memphis legendary
Beale Street. After graduation.
he strapped the guitar across
his back and hit the road on
a mission to follow his dream.
After two years of hitchhiking
and working odd jobs, life as
a musician began to take shape
when his journey led him to
showcase at The Bitter End in
New York City.
Lovettlive's onstage seat trig design will be reminiscent
to when Sykes toured nationally on the college coffeehouse
circuit in the late '60.. During that time, other artists
recorded two Of his songs and
debut
by 1970 his
album was released iwo years
after that he got the acting bug
and went to Japan to play the
lead role in the movie "Summer Soldiers" His music career
continued even while he was
out of the country with the
release of his second album
by Vanguard
In 1973 Sskes decided it
was ow to feast! Ne% York
and muse south, first to Austin.
Texas and later to Kcs West,
Florida. It was ther . that he
1nntay Heftett.
ons
Sykes said those were good
times. play my with the road
. Hut
hand and writing song,
tett recorded iss of SO,c,-

to hit the road" once again.
"I still play with the full
band some, mostly during the
summer, but now I really enjoy
working the smaller acoustic
shows," Sykes said. "Americana" is the industry term for
the style of music he concentrates mostly on now. "It's been
called folk music, singer/songwriter, lots of different things,
hut I like the name 'Amencanaf It really encompasses
the theme and feeling of what
I like to do."
Connecting with the audience
is the part of touring Sykes
enjoys most.
"One of the nicest things
that was ever said to me after
a concert was when a lady
who had been in the audience
came up to me and said 'You
made me laugh and you made
me cry.' I thought that really
said a lot about what I was
trying to do through my music.
I thanked her and told her that
I was glad I gave her what
ones, but one definite high- she came for. and I hoped she
light was performing on the enjoyed the trip. That's the
weekly TV show Saturday Night feeling I try to leave everyLive. It was in 1980 when one with."
Forever a songwriter at heart.
Eddie Murphy and other new
cast members had just been Sykes says he keeps a notebrought in and they called and book handy at all times to
asked me to perform. I've had write down lines that strike
a lot of cool experiences him.
"I'm inspired by my craft."
throughout my career, but that
was really special." Sykes has he said. "I really have to get
also performed on Austin City off by myself for a few weeks
Limits and has been featured or couple of months every now
in Time and Newsweek mag- and then to get inspired to do
azines and garnered record my best writing."
Current tour dates also gives
reviews in Rolling Stone.
Sykes has been a prominent Sykes a chance to connect with
force in the music industry for his fans and promote a new
over 30 years, earning respect album due out soon.
Jed Zimmerman, one of
not only as a performer, but
also for his talents as a song- Sykes' proteges, will open the
writer, and later as a produc- LovettLive concert. Sykes proer. In addition to Buffet, some duced Zimmennan'a first two
of the most notable artists that records and is happy to be
have covered his songs include able to share the stage with
Jerry Jeff Walker. John Wine. him in Murray.
For more information about
Roseanne Cash. Patty Loveless, Rodney Crowell. Lacy Jay tickets to see Sykes and ZimDalton. Guy Clinic and the merman go to www.ticketmasJudas. He has also completed ter.com. call 1-877-894-4473, or
projects for Tommy Tutone. visit the RSEC box office. The
neinier songwriter local number for the RSEC
GaryBo
7.10i1P" boa office is 809-4895. Log
onto www.myspace.com/lovetmaker •1,
- Atter working behind the dive for the latest information
scenes wnting and producing about upcoming shows and
for several years. Sykes says schedule of events
he is now "refreshed and ready

Sykes,
et it roll

songs on the platinum "Son of
a Son of a Sailor" LP. Later.
he also co-wrote what was to
become the Parrot-head anthem.
"Volcano."
"Touring with (Jimmy) Buffett were great times." noted
Sykes. "I still enjoy getting
together and spending time with
him and many of the other
great artists that I have worked
with during my career."
Sykes said the upcoming gig
in Lovett Auditorium ts actually the third time that he has
played that venue. The first
as when he Was a member
of Buffett's Coral Reefer Band
and .1 few years later as a solo
artist.
Sykes says hi!"s heard great
things about the acoustics in
Lovett Auditorium and is looking forward to the LovettLive
performance and coming back
to the area where he spent
some of his young years.
"I still have several family
members here, aunts and
cousins." Sykes said. -1 get
down to the area some, but
not nearly as often as I would
Ms:45.7
Mitt whe
When asked to rec
most
memorable
the
ol
moments of his career. Sykes
was quick to respond.
"I -hase a lot of good merit•
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The Murray Art Guild Lite Drawing participantson Murray
Gallery
have work exhibited at the Curris Centerincludes
33 wet and
State University's campus. The exhibition
studio by
dry media drawings done from the model in theWhile some
seven different artists with a range of experience. pieces were
of the drawings are sustained poses, many of the Fuhrmann,
created from 20 minute poses. Exhibitors include Mary
Betsy
Anne Sacora, Tom Kelly, Estelle Bernot, Jinna Bower,on the
Bourque and Kathrinc Harper. The Gallery is located
to the
first floor of the Curris Center. The exhibition is open
public through March 22.
• Introduction to Drawing
an 8 week
Guild assistant Stacey Reason will be teaching material
and
drawing class designed to Introduce basic drawing anyone
else.
techniques to the beginner, or a good review for
eleParticipants will be introduced to the basic principles and
ments of art and design, with an emphasis on mark making,
will
jarocess, perspective, proportion and composition. Students
be working mainly from a still life with guided creative exploration. Subject and concepts will be based on students'11 intera.m.
ests. Date & Time: Wednesdays, March 12 - April 30, s.
- 12:30 p.m. Fee: $75 Guild members, $115 non-member
• MAG Photography Group
The newly formed MAG Photography Group will meet at
the Guild on fourth Thursdays of each month at 6 p.m. beginning today. This non-instructional group dedicated to photography will meet to discuss technical issues, material resources,
share images and ideas. Anyone interested is invited to attend.
Bring your work, bring your camera...get involved!
• Weave A Rug In A Day
The loom is warped with dark, rich colors and expenenced
weavers are on hand to guide you through a weaving experience. Make an appointment during regular Guild hours to come
in and weave a beautiful rag rug of your own design. Matc-•
hats are available. Fee: $20 Guild members. $25 non-memberie:
• MAG Plein Air Painters will meet in various locationi•
for a day of painting "in the open air". While the next location has yet to be determined, the date is set for Monday
March 10. Plan to meet at designated location at 9am. Bring
painting or drawing supplies (most folks will be working in
watercolor, oils, pastels) plus easel, chairs, etc., and a lunch.
MAG Plein Air Painting Mondays are non-instructional with no
fees charged. This informal gathering will give everyone a
chance to work independently throughout the day, and then
come together over lunch and at the end of the day to share
trials and triumphs. Contact the Guild for additional information.
II Knit Night is a non-instructional knitting meetup at the
Guild on second Thursdays of each month beginning March
anceen studio for anyone interested in knitting.
13. This is ano
trade yarns with local knitters. A fun inforMeet, mingle
mal opportunity to share patterns, compare techniques and trade
tips on stitches. No fees are charged, but pre-registration is required.
• MAG Juniors: Taught by Stacey Reason, this After School
Art Studio for ages 10 -13 on Tuesday afternoons from 4 5:30 still has openings. In this studio students will work in a
variety of media and art forms with an emphasis on creativity and individual expression. Students will apply basic art making skills to different 2D and 3D projects.
• On exhibit in the Guild's Gallery is the Artist's Challenge
"View". The challenge idea 'view" is presented and artists are
invited to enter work that addresses that word. The challenges
are open to any media, but work should be small (12") in
scale. This series is open to area artsits: the next one being
'environment' and is due on March 28.
•The opening reception for the Guild's annual juried competition "Visual Evidence" will be held on Sunday March 29
at 2 p.m. Enties will be acccpeted on March 4 and 5. This
th from the Department of Visual
•
year's jun,in'
niversity of Tennessee at Martin.
and Theatre ia,a,
.
. d on teh Guild's website at
Entry fOrm
murrayartguildairg.
Call 753-4059 or murrayartguild@murray-ky.net for additional information and registration on Guild activities.
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You asked for even greater flexibility to save
with Mediacom and we listened. Mediacom now has ways to
save whether you want just one, two or all three of our services.
You Choose The Services. You Choose The Savings!
SAVE FOR:

CHOOSE ANY
II SERVICE

2SERVICES
3SERVICES

6MONTHS
12 MONTHS
18MONTHS

EACH SERVICE JUST:

F
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HMO's, increased government

our state. The Kentucky Medical

regulation, predatory lawawts and

Association is willing to work with

competition from other states have

politicians, universities and concerned

limited the number of physicians

citizens to protect your access to quality

practicing in ow state According to

care. We've created the Patient Physician

an independent study*, we will need

Partnefship - a five-part solution to

9,000 more doctors over the next

increase the number of physicians

eight years, just to meet the national

serving our communities. To find out

average And though we're near the

how you can help, visit our website at

bottom for percentage of docton, we

woriv-hypetieatarre.ors

rank in the top third for our aging
and chronically tll population
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That means we will need more care,
even though we will have fewer
docton to provide it.
The health of our families depends on
training and keeping more doctors in
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THOROUGHBREDS 9, TIGERS 8

'Breds do it again in comeback bid
MSU USES LATE-INNING RALLY TO BEAT MEMPHIS ON ROAD
By MSU Sports Information
For the second straight game, Murra
State used late-inning pitching to hold tity
opposition, allowing the Thoroughbreds
to score late-inning runs to win the game.
Wednesday, it was a two-run ninth that
gave MSU a 9-8 win at Memphis.
The game was a see-saw battle, as
Murray State (2-2) opened the scoring
with four runs in the second inning. Cory
Hodskins led off with a walk, then Chris
Craycraft tripled him in. Kyle Tiernan
struck out, but reached base on a passed
ball, scoring Craycraft. Daniel Miller hit a
one-out single, moving Tiernan to third,
and a passed ball moved Miller to second
and scored Tiernan. Miller went to third

MICHAEL DANN /
Ledger & Times
Murray State's
Taylor
Thieke
went 2-for-5 with
a run scored and
an RBI, and had
a game-high 11
putouts playing
fiest base for the
Thoroughbreds.

on another passed ball and
scored on a groundout to
give the - Breds a 4-0 lead.
Memphis (2-3) plated
two runs in the bottom half
of the inning, but MSU
answered in kind in the top
of the third. Hodskins
TIOMOR
drew a one-out walk, then
made it to second on a stolen-base
attempt, saved by a fielding error on the
putout attempt. Taylor Thieke doubled
him in, then scored on a single by Tiernan
to give the 'Breds a 6-2 lead.
The Tigers scored a run in the bottom
of the fourth inning, but Murray State
again responded in the top of the fifth.

•See 'BREDS, 28

COLLEGE BASKETBALL
ROUNDUP

PREP BASKETBALL PROFILE: MEAGAN STARKS

uffEnu

STARKS OVERCOMES ACL INJURY TO REGAIN STARTING SPOT
By TOMMY DILLARD
Sports Writer
, Meagan Starks was sky-high. On
top of the world, you could say.
The.Lady Laker guard had just
earned a starting spot in the backcourt in her junior season, dropped
18 points on Lone Oak in Calloway
County's second game of the year
and was busy preparing for her
teiim's trip to a highly-regarded
tournament in southern Illinois.
- Starks was a microcosm of the
Lady Lakers themselves. Rtgarded
by the rest of the world is being a
year away from region title contention. the 5-foot-6 shooting guard
and her teammates saw no reason
why 2006-07 couldn't be a breakthlough year at Jeffrey Gymnasium.
As things turned out, that was
etactly the case for a Calloway team
that advanced to the Sweet Sixteen.
Bit for Starks, her season took a
sliarp turn southward before she
eien boarded the bus to Illinois.
‘, At an afternoon practice in late
Isiovember of 2006. she was running
through a drill she'd done countless
tines before. She dribbled down the
cfurt, jump-stopped and tinned to
fire a pass to a teammate.
But when she stopped, her knee
buckled. She hit the floor, and then
ft the pain.
: The diagnosis wasn't good. A
Rim ACL, the doctors said.
' She was hustled into outpatient
stirgery that day and went home that
nitt on crutches, wondering if she
4fflid ever play basketball, much
Ititis softball. again.
: "I really freaked out." she said. "I
thought I wouldn't be able to play
aiam. After I had my surgery and
s rted into rehab. 1 needed to go
i o it with a positive attitude. so 1
jitst decided I would overcome it."
: Now, almost 15 months after the
ihjury, Starks is healthy again and
helping lead the Lady Lakers into
ix)stseason and what they hope
oi a return trip to Diddle Arena and
die Sweet Sixteen.
: She regained her starter's spot in
linuary and has been a big part of
alloway's current nine-game winning streak, sparked by improved
giard play from not only Starks, but
A° fellow seniors Sam Butts and
Shelby Webb and junior Kura
hines.
: But she is only now beginning to
get back to pre-injury form, closing
die door on what has been a long
aid sometimes grueling recovery
piocess.
.. Around the same time she tore
htr ACL. Starks' mom was diagnosed with breast cancer, news that
hit the family like a Mack truck.
: "She was trying to deal with that
aed the treatment at the same time I
Was dealing with my injury," Starks
seal. "It was really a double-wham*for our family. It was a devastataxi. I tried to forget about my injury
aed care more about my mom, trying to take care of her:Her mom followed the same path
Starks has — recovery — and
through their trials together. the
Wily grew closer.
: "I think her mother was an
incredible inspiration to her." Lady

Brooks Thornton led off with a triple, then
scored on a groundout to give MSU a 7-3
lead.
Memphis scored two runs in the sixth
inning, but it could have been more if not
for a strong defensive play by the 'Breds.
Chad Zurcher singled through the left
side, and Bobby Graham tried to score
from second, but MSU left fielder Elliot
Frey threw him out at the plate for the
final out of the inning. However,
Memphis then took the lead in the seventh
when they plated three runs to take an 8-7
lead.
In the top of the ninth, Elliot Frey led
off with a single, then Blake Helm singled

t4e

Volunteering
their services
VOLUNTEER STATE DOING A
NUMBER ON NO. 1 TEAMS
KNOXVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — Tennessee upsets
top-ranked Memphis to move to No. 1, then
Vanderbilt knocks off Tennessee.
The Volunteer State has done a number on The
Associated Press poll in the past week with consecutive upsets of the top-ranked teams happening just
200 miles apart along Tennessee's Interstate-40 corridor.
"The college basketball scene in Tennessee — if
it's been better, someone's got to tell me when,"
Memphis coach John Calipari said.
Memphis (26-1) sat atop the poll for five weeks
while trying to make a run at an undefeated season.
That ended with a 66-62 loss to a fired-up Tennessee
team in Memphis on Saturday, in only the fifth
meeting between No. 1 and No. 2 from the same
state.
On Monday, Tennessee (25-3) grabbed the top
spot for the first time in the programes 99-year hiswry, but Volunteer fans had little time to celebrate
before a trip to No. 18 Vanderbilt.
The Commodores (24-4) beat the Vols 72-69 on
Tuesday for their fourth straight win over a topranked opponent, making Tennessee a lame-duck
No. I for the next few days.
Tennessee forward Duke Crews said earning the
top ranking has never been the Vols' focus.
"The whole No. 1 thing, it was good for the program and made our school look good, but that wasn't our main focus," he said. "Our main focus is to
win the SEC championship."
Vandy coach Kevin Stallings said the state of
Tennessee could be mentioned along with the likes
of North Carolina and Indiana as a hotbed for college basketball — at least this season.
"Obviously the last two games here have really
brought the spotlight onto the state of college basketball in the state of Tennessee," Stallings said.
"We're hitting that national stage."
It doesn't stop with teams from the bigger conferences, though.
Belmont is on the verge of its third consecutive
trip to the NCAA tournament, thanks to an automatic bid for the Atlantic Sun Conference champion.
East Tennessee State has reached the tournament
seven times while Austin Peay has been a fixture in
the Ohio Valley Conference.
"Certainly this year we can be mentioned in the
same breath," Stallings said. "If all our programs are
able to sustain this, then who knows?"
With only one loss and a fairly light load for the
rest of the regular season, Memphis could soon
return back to the top of the rankings.
Vanderbilt must travel to Arkansas on Saturday in
an SEC matchup, while Tennessee hosts Kentucky
on Sunday.
There's another team that knows a thing or two
about hoops, too.
Lady Vols coach Pat Summitt said she's sensed
an excitement for basketball at Tennessee that she's
never noticed before.
Her team spent a week at No. 1 in the women's
poll before a home loss to LSU.
"It is a feel-good place right now when it comes
to basketball," she said. "It is a special time."

MICHAEL DANN / Ledger 8. Times
has sparked the
Calloway County senior Meagan Starks has been part of a backcourt resurgence that
her for near
sidelined
that
injury
ACL
an
off
coming
is
Starks
streak.
winning
Lady Lakers to a nine-game
ly the entirety of her junior year and is only now getting back to pre-injury form.
Laker head coach Scott Sivills said.
"I think their relationship as mother
and daughter became closer and
they fought together through that:Starks stayed with the Lady
Lakers through the remainder of
basketball season, traveling with the
team to Bowling Green and the
Sweet Sixteen. She became an assistant coach of sorts, helping Sivills in
practice and keeping stats for him
dunng the games.
At the same time, she was tackling physical therapy full-on in
hopes she would be cleared to play
softball in the spring. By the time
the season rolled around, she had
begun hitting with the team in prac-

tice, but wasn't yet cleared to run the
bases. She rode the bench for the
first seven to eight games before
making her return to the lineup.
A softball player first. Starks
wondered if her injury would affect
her plans to play the sport in college.
More importantly, she had to decide
whether playing basketball in her
senior season was worth the risk of
re-injuring her ACL. possibly jeopardizing her softball career.
When the Lady Lakers played
Marshall County in basketball that
season, she'd witnessed former
Lady Marshal Taylor Singery reinjure her ACL just five games after
returning to action, ending her

TIN Starks FIN
arm Senior

Haight S'S'
Position: Shooting gourd
Some Mlle 15 points in(Wormy% 5547 sign ovor Mama Co. on Fe 15.
AlIwOlgh oc4soot pima:
Kinky* University and
Ineffant
career in her senior season.
"I was watching the game where
she re-tore it again," Starks said.
"That kind of freaked me out and
made me not want to play basketball
again the following year, but then 1
talked to her and she told me not to
have any regrets."
IS See STARKS. 28

MARK HUMPHREY / AP
Tennessee guard J.P. Prince (30) and guard
JuJuan Smith (2) leave the court as Vanderbilt
players A.J. Ogilvy (4), Ross Neltner (41) and
Shan Foster (32)celebrate after Vanderbilt beat
No. 1 Tennessee 72-69 in Nashville, Tenn.,
Tuesday night.
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Louisville's
task: finding
a way to stop
high-flying
Irish

C' Igf1E' let0A Iff
1
11w Insurance Center of Nlurra

LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) Rick Piths° spent the better part
of three days breaking down
videotape of teams trying in
vain to stop No. 17 Notre Dame.
. The Louisville coach went
bleary-eyed watching teams try
7.one, man-to-man and a myriad
of "junk" defenses that desperate coaches sometimes experiment with — Pnino included —
when attempting to disrupt an
opponent's offensive flow.
Finally, after watching the
up
light
Irish
Fighting
Syracuse's trademark 2-3 zone
in a 94-87 win on Sunday. Pitino
turned the video machine off in
a fit of exasperation.
"They've been destroying
zones," he said. "They shot like
56 percent for the game against
Syracuse. I hate zone after
watching that game."
Too bad; because Pomo
13th-ranked
the
knows
t'ardinals(22-6. 12-3 have little
choice but to give it a shot when
they host Notre Dame (21-5. I I
.1i-on Thursday.
"We've got to try a little bo
of everything and see which onc
works." Pitino said.
Not much has against the
Arial); who have hinted oppo- tient, this season behind a
:breathtaking fast break and a
lady dose of center Luke
Harangody. the leading candidate for Big East Player of the
Year. Harangody. however, is
hardly doing it alone. Try to
double-team him and he'll simply kick it out to guard Kyle
McAlarney, who set a school
record ).s ith nine 3-pointers
against the Orange.
"It's like playing Georgetown
at twice the speed," Panto said.
"They're Just very difficult to
play against. Shot selection is so
important for US because it you
take a had shot against them
they get out on the break so
... nay ces,beaa.yee so
inany different ways."
Notre Dame has won eight of
nine by simply running past
teams. The Irish have become so
efficient in their motion ollense
and so quick to get out on the
break opponents have been rendered breathless bystanders at
times. -Tum your head the wrong
way, and odds are there's a
Notre Dame player streaking to
the basket right behind you.
"You can't connect the dots."
Point) said. "You can't say. 'Go
here and we're going to scramble from this point to the nest
point.• It's not going to happen
in this game."
Maybe, hut Notre Dame
.(hich .Mike Brey knows all
tones aren't created equal
Syracuse's lack of depth prevented the Orange from extending the defense to get out on
shooters like McAlarney The
Cardinals and their 10-man rotation have no such problems. Get
heat, get tired or get in foul trouble anti Nino doesn't hesitate to
go with someone else
"I think their tone is the most
aLtise lone I've seen." Bres
said -They've got length and
athletic ability and they bounce
around in it and they're able 10
keep fresh bodies in "

KENTUCKY PREP BASKETBALL SCOREBOARD

beating Lone Oak in the finals
Calloway County's little league travel team won first place by
The Lakers are (front row,
season.
the
for
19-2
finished
team
The
-Out
of the Outlaw Shoot
Sivills, Logan Eastwood,
Will
Price,
from left) Jack Hanes. Christian Adams, Kamden
Carson Chapman,
English,
Preston
English,
Mark
Coach
Connor Steele 1Back row)
Crady
Lofton Plc.ig Aaron Dawson, Peyton Johnson and Cameron

Wednesday's Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys Basketball
91111 ['tablet
Somillrmel
Owensboro 64 Dames Co 41
1091 District Semifinal
Muhienberg South 63, Ohio Co 48
14th District Semifinal
Greenwood 59 Warren East 58
2011i District Semifinal
Adak Co 56 Campteaswile 37
21st District Semifinal
Lou Holy Cross 60 Lou Maley 49
22nd District Semifinal
Lou Iroquots 80. Lou DeSaies 62
2401 District Semifinal
Bubb East 58. North Bullet 53
Lou Fairdale 62 Lou Southern 55
27115 District Championship
Lou Ballard 76 Lou Seneca 71
29th District Semifinal

Lynn Camp 79. Pineville 74

53rd District Semifinal

Leicher County Central 71 Knott Co
Central 59
5791 District Semifinal
Johnson Central 72 Magoelin Co 64

Stith movie Semifinal
Piesioneburp 62 Betsy Layne 57
Nth District Semifinal
Ashiensi SUM 56 Fairview 45
GinsthmeleNbell

North Oidham 60 Oldham Co 54
31st District Semifinal
Gallatin Co 59 Henry Co 40
Owen Co 51 Carroll Co 41

33rd District Semifinal
Si Henry 77 Pyle 60
35th District Semifinal
Coy Holy Cross 60 Coy Catholic 49
Holmes 78 Beechwood 51
36th District Semifinal
Highlands 66, Newport 57
37th District Semifinal
Campbell Co 62, Calvary Christian 43
41st District Semifinal
Western Hills 59, Woodford Co 46

,

40,
whar

42nd District First Round
Scott Co 75, Lex Henry Clay 62
43rd District Semifinal
Lexington Catholic 87 Lex Christian 57
44th District Semifinal
Model 59 Madison Southern 51
45th District Semifinel
Boyle Co 70. Garrard Co 50
Lincoln Co 87. DanyiNe 51
46th District Semifinal
East Jessamine 57 Mercer Co 56
West Jessamine 69 Burgin 48

47th District Semifinal
Pulaski Co 60, Casey Co 48
48th District Semifinal
Pulaski Southwestern 56 McCreary
Central 55
49111 District Semifinal
Clay Co 66 Oneida Baptist 39
51st District Semifinal

14th MOM Semifinal
Warren East OS. Greenwood 59
1791 District Semifinal
Elizabethtown 58, John Hardin 37
North Hardin 71 Central Hardin 62
21st Metric' Semifinal
Lou Pleasure Ridge Park 67
Western 42

LotE,

2091 District Semifinal
Lou Fern Creek 70, Lou Atherton 29
Semifinal
Lou Moore 52, Lou Assumption 48

29th District Sernifinst
°Wham Co 49. North Oldham 38
30th District Semifinal
Anderson Co 43, Spencer Co 27
36th District Semifinal
Highlands 77, Newport 30
37th District SerMfinel
Bishop Brossart 60, Calvary Christian 27
40th District Championship
Montgomery Co 62, George Rogers
Clark 61
41st District
Woodford Co 58 Western Hills 48
42nd District Semifinal
Scott Co 90. Lex Bryan Station 54
43rd District Semifinal
Lex Paul Dunbar 61 Lex Lafayette 43
44th District Semifinal
Madison Southern 54 Model 38
48th District
Semifinal
Pulaski Southwestern 62 Monticello 58
49th (Nettie Semifinal
Clay Co. 73, Red Bird 26
52nd District Semifinals
Harlan 77, Cawood 76, OT
Middlesboro 51, Cumberland 48
53rd District Semifinal
Knott Co Central 69. Cordia 42
57th District Semifinal
Paintsville 53. Sheldon Clark 48
58th District Semifinal
Allen Central 55. South Floyd 45

SportsBriefs
USTA has men's
•Adult and senior tennis leagues are now forming.
more inforand women's teams for all skill levels, ages 19 and up. For
at 270-247mation call Jan Rowland at 270-247-7668; Mickey East
0891. or Anne Morgan at 759-0029.

son tournament champiThe 2008 Murray Tiger Little League regular season and postsea
are (front row, from left)
team
of
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s
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Bryce Robinson.
Foster,
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Kelly.
Caden
Kelly,
n
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Lewis,
Bryant roster, Sam
Coach Sean
lrvan
Chase
Clark
Ethan
Rogers,
(Back row, from left) Bradley Lamb, Aaron
Clark
Chris
Coach
Kelly Not pictured is

McDonald's Mid-South
The CCMS 8th grade girls basketball team recently won the
route to the champien
beat
they
Teams
15-17
Tournament held at Hoplonsville on Feb
ended their seaThey
Green
Bowling
and
ille
)
Hopkinsv
(Tenn
od
onship were Brentwo
are coached
girls
The
60-2
of
record
son with a 30-2 record and an overall middle school
Taylor
Wilson,
Kartee
Futrell.
Abby
left)
from
row,
(Front
Moms
by Chris King and Chelsea
from left) Ashleigh Wolfe.
row,
(Back
re
Gallimo
Neely
and
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Lauren
Futrell
Clause and Allison Rogers
Cheyenne Maddox. Alyssa Cunningham. Hannalore
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•Lakers
From Page 1B
Even as softball season concluded and summer began,
Starks still hadn't decided
whether or not she wanted to
lace up her basketball sneakers
come fall.
"I was like, well, do I want
to play because my two best
friends (Shelby Webb and
Kayla Cunningham) are on the
team, or do I not want to play
because I don't want to hurt
myself, don't want to go
through the pain again," she
said. "All summer, I went back
and forth."
When Starks finally made
her decision, she went to
Sivills' house to tell him in
person.
"She came over and wanted
to talk to me, so I just thought
she was going to tell me she's
not going to play," Sivills said.
"But she said she wanted to be
part of this senior class, to go
back to back, and she wanted
to play with the girls that she
grew up with."
When practices started in
November. Starks found out
just how out of shape she was.
She couldn't keep up with the
Lady Lakers' fast-paced, upand-down game, and her shot
was off because she was scared
to jump off both feet.
She started the season on
the bench, playing sporadically, until she decided to have a
conversation with Sivills.
"He told me before the season that he was kind of apprehensive about playing me a lot
in games because he didn't
want me to get hurt," she said.
"We kind of had a talk and I
said. 'Coach, it's my last season; if I get hurt. I get hurt,"
She began to regain her shot
in late December and Sivills
shuffled the lineup, rewarding
her with a starting spot. Since
then, the Lady Lakers have lost
just one game and will face

Local Annual Meeting Notic.a
For members Of SS Hoplunsvale Co-Op - horaunsysite
SeUTHERNCado and Callaway Branches and SS NOpkinesseill Pet c.0-01)
STATES
Thursday starch 6 2006 6 30 p m
Flussness meetirg begins at 7 30 p m
Norte Orike Middie School 831 North Onve
HOplurevele Kentucky
Agenda mciudes annuat elections and managensent reports
By order of the Board ot Diredors
Merit Cuarkimetam. President. SS Hoplunsmdie CO-Op
J David Johnson. thins:km

Ss Hoplunsvile het Co-op

cab.,

Tonight
es.NeI Ce.

When: 7 30 pm
Where: Reed-Condor Gymnasium
(Marshall)
Records: CC 17-12 13-41. MC 23-5(7-

Last meeting: Marshall beat Calloway
53-39 Jan 25 at Marshall
Camay Co. &is vs. Marshall Co.
When: 6 p m
Where. Reed Conder Gymnasium
(Marshall)
Records: CC 25-5 (7-01 MC 21-9 (5-21
Last meeting: Calloway beat Marshall
51-40 Jan. 25 at Marshall

Marshall County tonight for
the 4th District title.
Sivills doesn't know- if his
move to put Starks in the starting lineup is the reason for his
team's late-season surge, but
he knows one thing — his
team's toughness factor skyrockets when she is on the
floor.
"A lot of kids that have an
injury like that could have easily given up playing basketball," Sivills said. "She's basically put all her faith in God,
knowing she could be injured
again.
"She brings the toughness
to our team. When she plays,
our kids just play a different
level. She demands a lot. Her
heart is bigger than anything
I've ever coached. She's an
inspiration — someone all kids
should look at."
TODAY'S LINEUP SPONSORED 11

Terry Butler

;.1"; 608 tea, sr • 753 5I142

radio
Merge's. Feb. 211
GOLF
3 p.m.
TO1C — PGA Tour The Honda Classic
first round at Palm B.11Ch Gardens

Fie
MEN'S COLLEGE BASKETBALL
6 p.m.
ESPN — Notre Dame at Louisville
ESPN2 — Saint Louis at Saint
Josephs
ESPN CLASSIC — NCAA Division Il
C1AA quenerbnal teems TBA at

Charlotte N C (seine-day lapel
111 p.m.
Southern Cal at Anzona
ESPN
ESPN2 — Msetwasn St at Wlecxxtsan
ESPN CLASSIC — NCAA Division II
CAA. quarterfinal. Items IBA at
Charlotte N C I earns-day Wel
10 ism.
ESPN CLASSIC — r.scAA Division ii
C1A.A. quarisrensi teems IBA. at
Chemins N C (same-day tape)
FSN — waste-coon st Castoma
NBA BASKETBALL
7:15 pin.
TNT — Dallas at San Antonio

11:30 p.m.
TNT — Mem at L A Lakers
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CLASSIFIEDS
JN_DEX

210
020
025
030
360
060
060
070
AO
00
1 10
2C1
130
T40
1063
SS
160
165
leo

ADJUSTMENTS
Aoyerusers are requested to ,Jitioi
the trst insertion of their ads tor any
error Murray Ledger & Times wel be
responsible TOT only one incorrect
insertion Any error should be reported immediately so corrections can
be made

Lepel Nonce
Noe.
Personas
Finene,s!
Roommate Wanted
Lost And Found
Help Wanted
Positron Wanted
Domestic S Child...
Business Opportunity
Electronics
Computer.
&Menu Plots
Wont To Buy
Ankles For See
Appeences
Nome Furniannos
Antiques
L.., a Garden

190
196
200
210
220
260
270
290
266
300
320
330
340
360
370
390
390
410
425

Farm Equipment
Henry Equipment
Sports Equspment
Firewood
Musical
WNW Hone Lots FOr &IMP
Noels Homes For UM
Mobile Homes For Rent
Secede Nome Lots For Rent
&mine. Reales
Apartments For Rent
Rome For Rent
Mousse For Rent
Storage Rentais
Commercial Property
P.600 Supplies
Live•AOCA & Stapp&011
Public Side
Land For Rent or Leese

94)
430
435
440
444
409
461
440
470
400
405
MX
495
500
510
52(1
530
550
510

Reel Emase
,
La.
L.4.
Lots For Rise
Farm For Sloe
Acmes
Homo For UK
lIolorcyclA 11
a
Auto Ports
Sport M43 VieNate•
Used Cars
Vans
Used Trucks
Campers
Boas II Motors
Senior Mood
4no. Column
Tobacco S Suppilos

CLASSIFIED AD RATES
SI a-a l• I

DEADLINES

\I 5",

Non*
Sman Sim
Timeay

$8.25 Column frith, 60% Discount 2nd Run,
40% Discount 3rd Run.
(All 3 Ads Must Run Within 6 Day Period
$3.35 per column inch extra for Monday (Shopping Guide/
II I

•/
1
41

a.,

Itlyinestn
Thursop

$825 First Day -20 words or less - Over 20 words &SO each
Additional Consecutive Days: $.12 per word per day.
extra for Smart Saver(Mon Claysifirds o into Smart Saver'
The putaistver ma
reieet or edit any subrnated matter

somaIIf5a•
.
wit
••

Fri.11u.
Non. 1 pa.
Nce.5ra
list 1 p.1
Thur.11ut.
Thr 1p.m.

110:

To Place Your Ad Call the Classified Department at 753-1916 ask for Jill Stephens or Julie Brown
or stop by our office at 1001 Whitnell Ave.- Office Hours: Monday-Friday 7:30 a.m.-5 p.m.• Fax: 753-1927

Card of Thanks

060
hap Wank,

060
Hap Wanted

060
Illp Worded

Rease-"Mutt" York
The family of Rease "Mutt'
York want to take this time to
express our heartfelt thanks for
the many acts of kindness shown to us
during the loss of our loved one. To
the 911 workers for their help that was
given. To the Murray Calloway
County Hospital for the comfort that
was shown. To Collier Funeral Home
for all they did for us. We especially
want to thank all of you who sent
cards, brought food, sent flowers, sent
gifts, and stood in line at the funeral
home to show us how much he meant
to so many people, and the comforting words that was spoken. God bless
each and everyone of you.
Wife - Gean
Children - Carolyn and Irvin Cope
Janette and Gary Garland
David and Vickie York
Grandchildren and
Great Grandchildren

IMMEDIATE
OPENINGS
Part-time positions for
Circulation Department.
Must be able to work
early hours.
Interested persons
should apply at
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.
Murray, KY
Please No Phone Calls
ADVERTISING SALES

Law 01hie ol
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DISCLAIMER

Murray High
Booster Club
At Knights of Columbus,
Squire Rd
6PM on the
1st Sat, of the month

When accessing the
-help wanted- section
on our classifieds
webpage at
murrayledgercom.
you will be redirected
to jobnetwork.com
By default.
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website
However, as a national
website, not all listings
,sn the jobnetwork corn
are placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
questions regarding
the Murray area
job listings Thank you

`THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own nsk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable. The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
arty of rts employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

1

111M
Last and Found

LOST Chocolate Lab
,Lost off Highway 280
Panorama
'dear
:4hores 1 year old
Reward
:female
41ustin 270-547-1687
."...4.0ST Female Boxer.
yrs. old, reward
offered (270)753-3958
060
Hap wernal

LL

BABYSITTER needed
Call 270-227-7951
BEST Western needs
housekeeping:Espana
rice preferred. Please.
no phone caas.

11

Ill

CAREER OPPORTU
NITY Local insurance
office has opening for
an entry-level staff
position If you are
pleasant and personable. career-minded
ambitious a sell starter
with good work habits.
please apply in person
at 707 South 12th,
Suite A, Murray. KY
NO PHONE CALLS!

DO you love working
with Idds7
Wee Care Enterpnses
may be lust the place
for you! Full time and
part time positions
available
Apply at
Wee Care
109 S 15th St
Murray, KY 42071
(270)753-5227
FULL-Time
Salesperson
Full-time parts
person.
Apply in person
Murray Homo & Autt
976 Chestnut St
Murray.
GREEN Acres is cur
rentty hiring for the following position
RN/LPN- Full-time. kilF 10P-6A. Anyone
interested in becoming
part of our team may
apply in person at
Green Acres Health
Care, 402 W. Farthing
St.. Mayfield. KY
42066
MARICETY4G
Pleasant voices noel
ed for easy phone
work No selling
Immediate full/part
time positions. Work
Monday-Friday. $T
$16 per-hour. Paid
weekly Call 762-9900

The Murray Ledger & Times is currently
accepting resumes for the position of
Sales
Advertising
Representative.
Responsibilities for this position include serv.ig established accounts, developing advertising plans and developing new accounts in
Murray and surrounding areas. You must enjoy
working with the public and be self-motivated.
Prior sales experience is required. Degree in
Advertising. Marketing, and Public Relations
preferred, but not required. Salary will be
based on education and sales experience.
Paid holidays and vacation, health and dental
plans, salary plus commission, are all part of
an excellent benefit package.

Advertising Sales Position
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box /040-Z
Murray, KY 42071
An Equal Opportunity Employer

TEMPORARY HORTICULTURAL
AGRICULTURAL LABOR
4-1-08 To 12-31-08 KY #0349079
J.D. Taylor. Ahno. K1'
4-25-08 To 1-1-09 KY #0348776
Key/Overby. Murray, KY
4-1-08 To 12-1-08 KY #0349239
G. Brame Farms. Kirimey, KY
4-15-08 To 1-15-09, KY #0348989
J. Smith Farms, Kirksey. K1'
4-1-08 To 1-15-08. KY #0348592
P&C Tobacco, Murray, KY
Wage $8.65 Hr. 3/4 contract guaranteed, all tools
and equip. furnished. Housing provided for those
beyond commuting. Transportation and subsistence pay, after 50% of contract completed. Apply
for this job at the nearest Kentucky Office of
Employment & Training. Division of Workforce
Development Office using job order numbers KY
*above with a copy of this advertisement.

Busy surgical practice ci
l
is seeking Full-time
RN./ARNP
assist
surgeon in office
to
& operating room.
Surgical exp. preferred.
Send resume with references
to: WKS,300 S. 8th St., Suite
401E., Murray, KY 42071.g
Experienced Bookkeeper needed in
Accounting Department at Dwain
Taylor Chevrolet.
• ,!tilicants should bc able to handle all aspects of
• 'tinting This is a full time position 5 days a
, a.k. Monday through Friday 8:00 am, to 500 p.m
'starting pay $10.00 to $12.00 an hour based on
expenence.
• 4rtta) Insurance fully paid *Life Insurance fully paid
.401K Participation .6 Holidays
•1 Week Vacation after one year
Menet sad resume to P.O. Rev 148 Murray. KY
42071 or contact Gaye Moore at 12701 753-2617
or email raye0rrlwairitaylor.com.

REGISTERED NURSES
Henry County Medical Center has recently
implemented an electronic medical record
and charting system and we are looking for
Registered Nurses to join our progressive
nursing department Full-time and pall-lime
positions and flexibk schedules are as ailable
Must be a registered nurse licensed in
Tennessee Ness grads are welcome
We offer excellitiltfits. a competiuse
package, sign-on bonus & a career
.•ider program Interested candidates should send
,,,urne OF apply in person
Henry County Medical Center
P.O. Box 1030
Paris, TN 3824
731-644 8472
cowen@hemc-tn.org
Equal Opporrumo Entplin,er

ISO
Adidas
For Sara
PAINTING contracto
's recruiting expen
enced
professiona
joumeymen painters
Must have 4-years professional
painting
experience. Position
includes benefit plan
including
Health,
Retirement & paid
vacations. To
apply call 753-6895 &
leave voice message.
No walk in applicants
accepted. This company is an equal opportunity employer.
SALES help wanted for
local
insurance
agency. We provide a
wide range of products. One of Nation's
largest
companies.
Insurance experience
helpful
but
not
required. Training will
be provided if necessary. Send resume to:
P.O. Box
1040-R,
Murray, KY 42071.

101,
Eiritthaven of Benton is currently accepting
,Ipplications for the following positions:
• Director of Nursing of s34 bed unit
• RN charge nurse
• LPN
We offer competitive wages along with an
excellent benefit package. Applicants must be
licensed in the State of Kentucky. Apply in person at Britthaven of Benton 2607 Main Street,
Benton, KY 42025
EOE/AAE NO PHONE CALLS PLEASE

OFFICE CLERK
Full
time
position
responsible
for
secretarial/clerical duties of Four Rivers
Behavioral Health - Lakes Office. Duties
include typing, filing, medical records, receptionist, etc. Minimum Qualifications: HS graduate or equivalent; computer experience, excellent clerical skills. Salary: $569.02 bi-weekly.
Send resume to: Anne Thurman, HR Director,
Four Rivers Behavioral Health, 425 Broadway'
Suite 201, Paducah, KY 42001. Open until
filled. EOE

Nurses Aide/GNA
PRN: Training and working all shifts as needed. Must be flexible and mature. If you would
enjoy working with the elderly and a pleasant
atmosphere please apply in person at
Fern Terrace 1505 Stadium View Dr., Murray
EOE

inallirmej
Looking for
smiling
morning & lunch
help FT/VT.
Apply in
person
at Wendy's.
SPORTSMAN'S
ANCHOR RESORT
& MARINA
ENJOY WINTERS
OFF!
2008 Seasonal Help
Wanted:
Venous Part time
Positions:
Housekeeping
Dock Hands
Store Clerks
Boat Mechanic
Boat Repair Shop
Clerk
Grounds Maintenance
Great for Retirees!
March 10, Start Date
Accepting Applications
Sportsman's Anchor
Resort & Manna
12800 U.S. Highway
68E,
Benton, KY 42025
Call For Appointment:
270-354-6568
Childcare

Mk Wanted
HELP Wanted:
Insurance Customer
Service - Western KY
and Northwestern TN Rapidly expanding
insurance agency
needs new customer
service representatives Duties include
commercial and personal line insurance
customer service
Salary based on
experience P&C and
Life license a plus but
not mandatory for the
nght candidate_ Office
and training provided.
Please Reply to
Murray Ledger PO
Box 1040- Murray, KY
42071
HELP Wanted:
1)ependab4e waitstaff
and kitchen help for
Cypress Springs
Resort. Call for
appointment.
(270)436-5496
IRVIN Cobb Resort is
looking for
Housekeeping help.
Must be available
weekends,(270)4365811
TOYOTA of Murray is
looking for the nght
person to become part
of its professional
sales team Apply in
person at 1301 South
12th Street ask for
Chad or Andy

••••

JOIN Murray's favonte
Medical
"Home
Equipment Company"
Due to growth we are
accepting applications
for Full-time "Resp.
Therapist" Must be
license certified in
state of KY. Benefits
available. Apply at
Holland Medical 905
Arcadia Cir. Murray
MECHANIC
Part-time
Apply at Murray rental
& Sales
200 East Main, Murray
NOW taking applications for all positions
and all shifts. Apply
In person at Sonic
Ortyti-In, 217 S. 12th
St., Murray, KY. No
phone calls.
OTR drivers needed.
Competitive
wages
and benefits Home
every 2 weeks. Must
have Class A CDL with
minimum 3 years OTR
experience.
Clean
MVR.(800)468-6087
PADUCAH Real Estate
April night licensing
class. 270-223-0789.
deloiseadamsS yahoo.
corn
PART-TIME apartment
Maintenance
Expenence with
repairs, painting
Resume to 108 Nurtt
12th St

CLEANING houses 20
years experience
270-759-9553
HOME cleaning
services. 227-7129
120
Consmtars

WASTE o41: Will pick
up used motor oil.
Drum exchange MDF
270-436-2215
150
Ankles
For Si.
08 hot tub. New in
package. 6-7 person,
7HP, 46 jets, ozone,
water fall. Full warranty. Retail: $7,698. Must
sell: $4,200. 573-3001031
2000 Ford Ranger,
67k, $6,200
Engagement nng,
55ct. $750/offer.
(270)978-3058
3 Compartment SS
sink w/hand sink 12'
long, superior- range,
commercial 24x24 grill
w/2
burners, gas.
Refrigerator, glass sliding doors 54W-26D-76
T
$500
for
all,
(270)474-2151
HD Tiplosislons
Come by Olympic
Plaza to see our selection of HD televisions:
Flat screen Plasma &
LCDs. Rear Projection
also. LG, Toshiba,
Hitachi & Sony. We
have a large selection
of entertainment centers & TV carts.
Beasley Antenna &
Satellite. 759-0901

TREADMILL- Proform
XP, 550s, 2.75trp,
18x55 belt, proshox
cushioning. $550.
(270)753-7466
USED Oak lumber
2x12x12 $8.00
2x8x12 $5.00
2x6 per toot 150
2x4 per toot 10c
telephone pole T
$500
telephone pole 13'
$10.00.
(270)436-5762
APPIIIntes
LARGE
SELECTION
USED APPLIANCES
WARD-ELKINS
On the Square Murray

(270)753-1713
160
Hone Furnishings
FOR sale Couch &
loveseat in earth tones,
good condition. $225
otio. (270)753-3178
SOLID Oak table with
claw feet, 4 chairs and
leaf $350.00. Ablounge ultra, like new.
$80.00.(270)767-2229
Heavy Eatemant

LAYOUT/INSPECTIO
N Equipment
Granite
3"x12"x 1 8"
Surface Plate
12" Dial Height Gauge
(4) 1-2-3 Blocks
(2) V-Blocks w/clamps
Starrett
Jack
(2)
Screws
(1) 3x3x3 Angle Plate
(1) 4x4x6 Angle Plate
(1) Gage Block Set
New. never used.
$365 firm for all. 270210-0710

-*OWNER
FINANCING****
16x80 3BR, 2BA, 3.5
acres, 3380 Guthrie,
Pans. $3,950 down,
$545 month. 752-0729
Bonnie Byerty Broker

NEW pool table, never
used, 1"-slate, solid
wood, carved legs, felt,
acc, package, retails
$4,500, selling for
$1,600, must sell
(573)300-1031

LIQUIDATION Sale
All 2006 Homes Must
Got
Untsollevable Deals.
Only 4 left, Save
Thousands!! Call now
731-584-9429

1989
Case
51301(
4W0r
XtendaHoe,
runs good $14,500
Call 293-2512
270
Noma For UN

SATELLITE System
***OWNER
FREE
FINANCE***
Get a 4-room FREE.
No
Check!
Credit
FREE DVR or HD
Completely
redone.
upgrade. FREE 6
2BR IBA singlewide,
months of HD prowater view, easy boat
gramming
w/HD
ramp access. Nice
upgrade. Get months 3
covered deck
213
FREE of HBO &
Primrose,
New
Cinemax.
Concord.
$2,900
Programming starts at
down. $450 month.
$29.99 per mo. + $5.00 Call 753-7222
for local networks. Call
Beasley Antenna & '07 16x68 Northern
Satellite for more info
Built set-up in Hardin
759-0901 or toll free: 2BR IBA.
877-455-0901
1-800-455-3001
I.

MOM COMPUTERS
Service/Sales
Repairs/Upgrades
759.3566

ANTIQUES. Call Larry
753-3633
BUYING
Junk cars, trucks and
tractors 436-5235
CASH paid for
good, used guns.
Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
GOLD Gallery
in Benton pays top
dollar for your old
gold! Broken chains.
rings, ect. & silver
coins. We've been
buying gold for 29years. Gold Gallery
Hwy 641 Benton, KY.
Call (270)527-3372
RIDING mowers that
need work 270-4362867

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

subscribe to the
NRRRAI

LEDGER&TIMES
I Home Delivery
I 3 me.
I 6 mo.-....
I 1 yr.

KvrrN

Rest of

fferyear Snu haw,

_470.50
3
6 mo.............
1 yr.$120.00
Cheek

hey Am,' hut.
7.53. cos)

!Calloway

3 ran.
6 me.._......360.00
1 yr -8114.101
All Other Mail
Subscriptions
3 mo.
$75.00
6 too.
......$96.00
I yr.
-1145.00

Money Order

Vies

SVC

Name
I St. Address
I
City
I State

SCRAP
CARS

Local Mail

Zip

I Daytime Ph.
Mail this coupon with payment to:
Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray, KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguiti I)nve • Murray, Kl -121 1'I
270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 - Ext. 283

Murray Ledger & Times

CLASSIFIEDS
er
Marshall Anderson invites you to anoth
SPRING CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
a A FARMER'S COMPLETE SELL OUT
frilr• •'""": et
let
Sale will be hold at Old Fisher Chevro
54 in
Building on the Dresden-Pens Hwy.
Dresden, TN
a •41
I
eou,dik.
Scott Penick has decided to further his
ii
in Texas He has commissioned Marsha
in this
ent
Anderson to mil al ha lane equipm
Sale

PARS, TN area
22 acres adjoining
Tumbling Creek Good
hunting, great building
SM. $2.500 an acre
1-877-275-0543

STATEWIDE CLASSIFIEDS
$SK
ANNOUNCEMENTS

•Ainines Are HiringTrain for 'ugh paying
Aviation Maintenance
Career. FAA approved
program. Financial aid it
qualified Job placement assistance. Call
Aviation Institute of
Maintenance (888)349-

Sign-On ,.
'DriverBonus for experienced
Teams: Dry Van & Temp
control. Solo fobs also
available. Regional &
OTR. 0/0s & CDL-A
Grads welcome. Call
Covenant (866)684-

without
'Divorce
Children $85, Divorce
with children $95 With
FREE name change
documents (wife only)
2519 EOE
and marital settlement
Fast, easy 5387
Bynum
ment
Inc and I '.si Bedroom Apartments
agree
'DreierAt I '1,1i 1 It9
critral Ilcat and Air
Qualified
arid professional Cal
ortTransp
eFa kb
's
'Attend College Online
AL.Lciaing Appritainito
1-888-789-0198
drivers needed for
from home 'Medical.
VNER
Regional & OTR posi'•*ON
3
jz
Office Hours 8 a.m. - 12 p.m.
.One order, One check, 'Business, •Paralegal,
grade
Food
FINANCE-•
tions
nal
'Crimi
I p.m. to 4 p.m.
Save
move!
ters,
smart
Compu
One
'
Int
No credit check' Clean
tanker no hazmat or
ent
by
placem
money
time and
Justice. Job
COMMERCIAL proper
and nice 3BR IBA
pumps, great benefits,
<
making one call to assistance. Computer
at CTALEPRIS
ty 4 shops. 9 storage
home on lot in Puryear,
itive pay, new
compet
4477
kwit
place a 25-word classi- available Financial Aid
buildings 6.800 sq ft
866-GO1.292 sq.ft hardwood
731-364-3507•731-588ment
equip
fied in 70 Kentucky if qualified. Call 866income
Immediate
appliances
floor,
450 Anderson Road BYNUM Need 2 years
1
2
1
only
for
2
rented
8
apers
TN
$475
5
,
newsp
8
Fully
Driesden
$3,900 down.
•'OWNER
Cements«
experience
area
Downtown
$250 For more infor- wmv.onlineTiclewaterTe
monthly Call Ruthie
lic. No 1409 Firm Lic. No. 4611
FINANCE•••
y & Rental
Realt
the
t
KNIGHT
dl.corn
mation. contac
$198,000
(270)753-2222
-DriverNO CREDIT CHECK
Rental Propons &
(270)753-9887
classified department
Transportation Clean late model
Property Management
Heavy
Ito
***OWNER
Dig
You
IN
of this newspaper or •Can
ioublewide Country
Indianapolis,
Services aiiulablc
atellay Weida
i
FlNANCEschool 3svk
call KPS 1-502-223- Equipment
setting. 3 bed, 2 bath.
Division A Career that
Call 761-7355
Check!
Credit
am
No
progr
training
8821
,4arage, off 94E toward
APPLIANCE REPAIR
works for you! OTR 7
Escape
ewe Icaraarsaincrcalty cos
Ford
03
Clean & nice 38R 1
Backhoes, Bulldozers,
CE & PARTS
lake 217 Cross Spann
SERVI
7 off. 4 on 4 off.
f
sunroo
on/
lot
quiet
miles,
on
24'
0
home
X
98,00
12'
bath
2 sided
BUSINESS
Trackhoes Local Job
726 OR
Rd Murray $4.500 00
293-8
(270)
/ On call 888s,
Casual
window
sq.ft.,
locks/
1,292
c
DUPLEX 2813. 1-1/2
r.
in Puryea
electri
Billboard
SERVICES
placement asst Start
Down $585 00 month759-5534
346-4639. Owner pus
bath, all appliances. Location Hwy 641
hardwood floor, appli- leather. Excellent con866now
dirt
g
diggin
ly Call Rothe)
4
Chuck Van Buren
storage shed, handiances, city water 8 dition. $7,800 270South (Midway area)
•Attention 362-6497 or 888-707- 800-437-5907
(270)753-2222
accessible
months OTR required
cap
sewer $3.900 down, 293-3817
POC is Mike Conley
Homeowners Display 6886
BEECHER'S
"'OWNER
month. Call
S525/m0. 436-5685
$475
OBAR
Service
homes wanted for vinyl
Handyman
Owner
1998 Ford Explorer, 2'Driver.
FINANCE*** 28X68,
flutist'(270)753-2222
PH. 270.293.3232
replacement '
Odd lobs Free estiHEAVY EQUIPMENT
siding,
1V-6, clean,
28A,
sport
28R.
dr
EX
ONLY
DUPL
Operators
38R. 2 bath. 10 acres.
910
ING
762-0
roofs
TRAIN
mates (270)
OPERATOR
windows.
everything works,
year old. 404 Bernd
3BEDROOM, 2Bath
al Freight from
Region
GARAGE, office on
$4.950 down $69500
ings
Train NOW for Spring
Guaranteed Financ
213.000 miles $3.200
Ct. North, no pets
with basement in town
$1.27pm
NADEAU'S
paid lot set-up for a
Louisville.
month, Hardin 752No payments for 6 Hiring! Assistance with
OBO (731)247-5225
(270)376-2746
$89.900 Call Tracy
Home often
Construction
es
used car tot $750
Averag
0729 Bonnie
months Low monthly Job Placement. State
(270)841-5653
Williams C Campbell
'Flooring 'Decks
703-4768
nds. Plates
Byerly Broker
Dollars, & weeke
payments. Call Now, 1- Training
293-3467 or
Realty
'All
siding
'Vinyl
available. NOT forced
Cars
Use
EXCEPTIONALLY
••OWNER
1-866com
-0843
mins amhet.
800-251
759-8780
OFFICE or retail apace
Home Improvements
dispatch. Call Howard
nice, large 2 bedroom.
Financing**
280-5836 AMERICAN
evadable. Pnin• loca(270)978-2111
at T&T! 1-800-511OON1. 2Bath,
CIAL
AN appliances includ4BEDR
2005 24x56. 38R,
FINAN
T
HEAVY EQUIPMEN
tion. 753-2905.
Licensed/Insured
NEED A VEHICLE?
0082.
ing washer. dryer
fenced in backyard on
28A. $4.950 down
TRAINING
293-1480
nadeauconstruction net
'IRS Troubles?" Get
large lot in town
759-5885 or 293-7065
6649.00 month, 102
*Drivers- CDL-A The
back
your
off
Tracy
IRS
Call
the
00
works
$97.9
Gilbert St.. Hazel
MEDICAL
DAVIS Handy
OFFICE. 2 shops,
NOW LEASING
3-4461
grass is greener at PTL
270-75
guaran
helpell
Campb
0
can
ms
We
Willia
(270)753-1011
No Job too Smalllarge lot on Arcadia
I. 28 3bedroorn Apt'.
WelcomeStreet
12th
to
S
Students
IRS
cost
r
or
705
NO
467
s.
Forme
utely
293-3
repair
'Absol
teed,
Realty
Small home
93 Champion 'axe°.
Circle $500 monthly,
We accept Section
Financing On
1-800-427- you!, All brand new Excellent training prodecks, agents
759-8780
g,
roofin
t
deposi
3813, 2-Bath, many
$500
8 vouchers
Selected Vehicles
and power
wheelchairs. gram. Co. Drivers earn
Minch
garages. siding, win- 0790
updates. 12416 deck,
751 8756 759-1369
BY Owner- &dr 38R,
Apply at Mur Cal Apt'.
and up to 46 cpm. Owner
clients
doors
Our
beds
al
and
ates
hospit
moved.
Associ
dows.
be
must
Malibu
006 Chevy
2902 Northwood Dr
2BA, new paint, carOperators earn 1.21
418.
the
iate
with
759-4
Immed
d,
meet
ct
rs
Insure
Conta
scoote
never
00.
$12,0
LTZ. 34k loaded
Monday,
pet, full walkout base1cpm. 22 yrs of age, 12
free
toll
480
484
Call
y
227-9
978-2
IRS'
deliver
le
on
Michel
excellent conditi
ment, C/H/A, new well
Wednesday. Friday
after
888-998-4111 to qualify mos OTR. No forced
759-2040
has remaining factory
pump, storm windows,
YMAN
Phone 759-4964
HAND
ONJ
FOR SALE
Northeast! Co. Drivers
AKC Registered Slim
5:00PM
warranty $14,500
Equal Housing
2 car garage, deck. 1
We do all the odd jobs
MORTGAGES/HOME call,
800-848-0405,
Ito puppies
(270)705-5818
time
Opportunity
93 Mobile Home for
only
acre land with mature
have
you don't
-SAWMILLS from
LOANS
ators call: 877$350 1
0.0per
1
male
bed2
Miller
e
056
16480
Charli
-648-6
sale
trees.
for
TDO 01-800
$2,990.00 Convert your
2004 Volvo S40.
www.ptl774-3533
female $400 ready
rooms 2 bathrooms
Rd , minutes from
Painting, siding, roofs.
LOGS TO VALUABLE •10 More Applicants
97.500 miles. sun-roof.
59non(270)5
1813
6th
March
m
SMALL
inc.co
ph
moved
North
must be
Murray off 641
decks
LUMBER with your needed: Y•WY., k ygov AM/FM/CD. dark blue
upstairs
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$87.500. (270)753293-5438
r with tan interiown Norwood portable er nm en tloa n s.com 'Drivers- Great Home
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le
day6
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paid
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water
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time
now
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ought
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puppies.
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ce
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firepla
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Service
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After long life together
empty nesters drift apart
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Hickman County Falcons with
le years ago
Published is a picture of Dan Lochkart high scorer for the Lakand
Gardner cleaning up his 1962 Cush- ers; Murray Tigers won 76-75
man Super Eagle at his home on Lady Tigers lost 46-35 to Fulton
Murray-Pans Road in ume for the Count) teams with high scorers
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Staff Photographer Bernard Kane.
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Murray.
to Stephanie and Cecil Clayton
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L.D. Miller, executive secreCtrrito, Feb. 22; a girl to BelinChamber of
da and Jack Fountain and a girl tary of the Murray
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er at a meeting of the Murray
Feb. 23
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Kathie Fleming has agreed to mentary School. The
School Unit
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St.
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Research Hospital Skate-A-Thon of the Parent-Teacher
Recent births reported at Murto be held at Circus Skate of
ray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
Murray today from 2 to 4 p.m.
and a boy
In high school basketball games, and Mrs. Jerry Crouch
Jimmie Lewis.
Calloway Lakers won 71-43 over to Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Norton Foster
Lyon County with Corey Wells high
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scorer for the Lakers; Murray Tigers will be married 50
60 years ago
lost 95-80 to Hickman County
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the
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Management House. Ruby Simpning to reappear for the first time
or in home ecoin weeks, Calloway County and son, MSC instruct
nomics and the students prepared
the rest of Kentucky blanketed by
for the group.
new snow. The total to date for and served a meal
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43 Demolish
45 Gross!
46 Ring-shaped
island
48 Gullet
49 West Coast st
50 Timetable abbr
51 Conger
53 — Havre
France
54 Vim and vigor
56 Tear) rker
58 Office worker
59 Hero tales
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1 Rare gas
6 Lollipop cop
11 Involuntary
movement
13 Argue
14 Element 18
symbol
15 Dose guys?
16 Christina's pop
17 Laugh syllable
18 Puppy noise
20 Obtect
22 Clique
23 Make
watertight
25 Apprehend
a suspect
26 Groan causers
27 Whiskey grains
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31 Improvise
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34 Rainbow band
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41 C ibbage card
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1 Dental photos
(hYPh )
2 Weirder
3 Can province
4 No longer
in general use
5 Have to have
6 TV chef
Graham —
7 Kimono
accessory
8 Yes, to Fritz
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9 Parthenon site
10 Romantic poet
12 Wolvenne and
Storm (hyph )
13 Smeared
19 Reimburse
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21 Kentucky
Derby time
22 Planet warmer
24 Composer
— Anderson
26 "Stir Crazystar
28 — vous plait
30 Equator
segment
32 Upper class
34 Not occupied
35 Get one's goat
36 Likewise
38 Flee hastily
39 Flowering
shrub
40 Bad habits
42 Was gusty
44 Still-life
subects
46 Medea sailed
on her
47 Sediment
50 Prince
Valiant's son
52 Grassy field
55 Wide shoe
57 Movie rating
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Corner to kick off Dean's Lecture Series

Photo provided
Committee members celebrating Darre
l McFerron's leadership were, from
left. Martha Ails,
past-president and treasurer. McFerron
, John Williams, vice-president:
Roger Reichmuth.
president, and Megan Tubbs, event public
ity chair. Not pictured are comm
ittee members
Candace Dowdy, John Imes and Dean
a Wright, manager.

Trivia Night deemed success

'Nigh fives': were given by
Darrel McFerron. chair of
Murray
Main
Street's
Organization Committee, following the very successful 3rd
annual Trivia Night furatraiser
event held on February 9th.
Thirty-one teams of eight people
each competed in the fun-filled
evening held in Murray State
University's Curtis ('enter
Ballroom.
The 3rd annual Trisia Night
event raised over S50E110. with
the funds appropriated to the
non- profit agencies' annual
operations budget, which is over
S90.(8)0.
Murray Main Street is celebrating its 10th year as pan of
the national mission to preserve
and revitalize downtown areas
across America. The Murray
program has received national

recognition for its achievements
involving the streetscape program. facade restoration and the
degree of involvement by the
local community.
One of four active Murray
Main Street committees. the
Organization Committee manages the financial and logistical
aspects of the organization,
engages the downtown business
and building owners in the mission, seeks to educate and
involve the community in the
process, and helps promote the
development of a strong volunteer network for the program.
To become a member of
Murray Main Street Of to get
further information, call 7599474. or visit the office in the
Robert 0. Miller Conference
Center at Fourth and Maple
streets between the hours of K

Horoscope

12011101111111 Bigar

HAPPY BIKTIMAY for Friday. Feb.
29, 2008:
Zero in on what you want this year. Know
that your intuition is
right-on, especially concerning authority
figures. Sometimes you
push others too hard, which has a negative
impact. Juggle work with
your personal life, understasiduag your
indiv
are single, you'll enter a new phase where idual priorities. If you
life presents many new
people. In expanding your immediate
circle, you'll discover a new
potential sweetie. Make sure he or she
is emotAally available. If
you NC attached, spending plenty of
one-on-one time with your
partner will add to the strength of your
bond SAGITTARIUS often
adds to your tension level.
,
I tic Stars Show the Kind of Day
You'll Have: 5-Dynamic.: 4l'ositive. 1-Average, 2-So-so. I -Difficult
ARIES(March 21-Apel 45)
***** Take a nsk and reach out for a Mond

who can be opinionated yet caring During the day, you
might suddenly see a situation
differently Play with your new perspectiv
e, test out an idea on a cynical friend Tonight Try a new spot
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
•**** One-on-one relating takes
you
was not obvious could suddenly appea down a new path What
Creativity emerges when working with r in your field of vision
a boss
Go with nepulous Tonight Follow another's and a key associate
lead
GEMINI May 21-June 20)
a*** A boss or authonty figure could
you Comfort might look like allowing take an action that might stun
other
watching what comes down in your directs to take the lead, and you
cause you to drift Tonight Sort through ion A conversation might
your different invitations
CANCER (Juno 21-July 22)
**** News could cause you to revam
what you thought were givens A partner p and take another look at
back, whether you want to hear it or not or associate is full of feedeven if you is uncomfortable at first TonigBe open to different ideas.
ht Dinner for two
LEO(July 23-Aug. 22)
***** Allow your imagination
to punctuate your conversations
and protects How you deal with others could
have that special flair
You might want to hop on the band
wagon and be free and easy
Tonight Let the tun begin
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
*a* Basics punctuate your decisions
cepts that you might not choose to veerYou have a set group of prees you a boomerang that might force away from Someone tossyou to rethink some of these
ideas Tonight Happily head home
USRA (Sept. 23-Oct 22)
*•* Easy works with others In fact
if
versation even if the topic is heavy. you you can stay light in a conII get better results You see
the difference that charm
can and will make Use your special brand
of charm Tonight Join a friend for
munchies
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
*** Expenses could add up a lot faster
than you might like Be willing to loosen up and try another appro
ach or a different style
Confusion surrounds a nsk child and/o
r an amorous attachment
Tonight Ever playful
SAGITTARIUS(Nov. 22-Dee. 21)
•
•*•* you we in the thick of the action
Irke it or not You could
be a touch overwhelmed by all that is occur
nng Your natural style
keeps others warm and close The
unexp
home family arid real estate Tonight Knowected revolves around
that the world is your
oyster, and act like it
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
••• Discomfort comes with an
unexp
Know that you can pi past this situat ected reakzarion or event
ion if
but use your honed sixth sense with finan you so choose Lie back.
ces It you feel it is nght do
luy a lottery ticket or two Tonig
ht Hide out Company is an option'
'AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Fob. 111)
•**** You Rev, UPUSulli vitt and
allure
toward you as if they are bears looking for Others SOOT to COTO
Force is with you, make important choic honey' Knowing that the
es
careful with spending Tonight In the whirl ofHorne in on goals Be
Irving Find a friend to
celebrate TGIF with
PISCES(Feb. 19-Merett 20)
•a* Ftesponsibikries weigh on
you Much might be going on behind
the sr noes Or In your mind Start cleari
ng out some of these
thoughts and you will have reason to
smile
voice about a boss parent or older indivKlual Listen lo your inner
Tonight Could be late
Jecqueline Bigar is on the Internet at
http://www lacquollnebl-

gar.corn

(Cl 2000 by King Feature* Syndicate Inc

a.m. and 4:30
through Friday

Mondal.

MSU News Bureau
Children s -fele v I91un Work hop, which ptuducCS
A wide variety of important topics on multic
ul- Sesame Street. He has provided testimony befor
tural education will be covered March 6-7
e
at the state and congressional legislative bodies. He was
Dean's Lecture Series sponsored by the
college of also a consultant to the Public Commi
education at Murray State University.
ttee on
All activi- Mental Health chaired by forme
r First Lady
ties will be held in Alexander Hall.
Rosal
yn Carter, as well as a member of the
On March 6 at 7 p.m.. Dr. lames P. Conte
( will
National Board for Professional Teaching
lead oft the series with a keynote addre
ss in the Standards, and the Carnegie Forum on
Education
Alexander Hall Auditorium (room 240).
A medical and the Economy.
doctor who is known internationally for
his efforts
He
chair
ed
the Roundtable on Child and
in support of the healthy development of
young Adolescent Development Research and Teach
people, Corner currently serves as associate
er
dean
Educa
tion, organized by the National Associatio
for student affairs and Maurice Falk Profe
ssor of for the Accreditation of Teacher Education and n
Child Psychiatry at the Yale University Schoo
the
l of National Institute of Child Health and Huma
Medicine's Child Study Center.
n
Devel
opmen
t.
Comer's
presentation
titled
"Higher
Throu
ghout
his career, Comer has been recogEducation's Role in Improving Schools
through nized by many organizations and award
ed
Stewardship of Place" will embrace multic
ultural orary degrees. Among his many honors 43 honare
content about how to provide the best compr
ehen- Heinz Award in the Human Condition for his the
sive educational and support services
proto an found influence on disadvantaged child
increasingly diverse student population
ren, the
. It will John P. McGovern Behavioral Scien
also address how to have the most psych
ce
ological from the Smithsonian, and the John Hope Award
Franklin
and social impact of programs to increase
cultural Award, given to those who have demon
strated the
and racial tolerance.
highest commitment to access and excellence in
Since becoming a Yale medical faculty memb
er American education.
in 1968, Cotner has concentrated his
career on
Corner will visit with Murray Suite undergradpromoting a focus on child developmen
t
of improving schools. A prolific writer as a way uate students March 7 from 9:30-10:45 a.m. in the
and
of nine books, he is probably best know author Alexander Hall Auditorium. During this time, he
n
founding of the Corner School Developmenfor the will speak to students on the specialized interdist pro- ciplinary fields such as moving
gram which promotes the collaboration
forward by
of parents. increasing academic achievemen
t. The 2008
educators and community to improve
social, emo- Dean's Lecture on Multicultura
l Education will
tional and academic outcomes for child
ren
turn, helps them achieve greater schoo that, in follow this presentation at 11:30 a.m. in room
l success. 310E of Alexander Hall. This presen
His concept of teamwork has improved
tation titled
the educa- "Building Communities: Building
tional environment in more than
Schools" will
500 schools seek to reform both schooling and
the cultural and
throughout America.
political contexts of schooling. aiming to enhan
In addition to his writing, teaching and
ce
resea
activities, Comer has served as a consultant rch school and academic achievement.
to the
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We will be closed on Friday to pre
pare for this HUGE sale.
EVERYTHING IN STORE MARKED TO
UNBELIEVABLE PRICES!
BRING YOUR TRUCK AND LOAD UP
AND SAVE EVEN MORE!

WE JUST COMPLETED OUR
ANNUAL INVENTORY
ONE OF A KIND KNICKED & DENTED
,
OVERSTOCKED & MANY CLEARANCE
ITEMS!

SAVE ON NAME BRAND ITEMS
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NOME FURNISHINGS

WOODWFTEkS
GALLERIES
SD

2111 641 N.• Murray • 759-4522
Store Hours: Mon.- Fri. 9 a.m.-6 p.m., Sat
. 9 a.m

. - 5 p.m.

